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IV-Job Relations
The Training Within Industry program of Job Relations
was developed in order to provide management with a tool
whereby supervisors could acquire skill of leadership,
The material in the "Job Relations Sessions Outlines"
covers the content as handled in five Zhour meetings for a
group of ten supervisors.
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Summary of Purpose and Emphasis of Job Relations Sessions
I

T o establish the fact that everyday job relationships are one of the most important parts of
the war production supervisor's job.

T o present the foundations for good relations.
T o establish a 4-step method for meeting job relations situations.

A supervisor gets results
through people. People
must be treated as individuals. Good supervision prevents many problems, but the supervisor
must know how to handle
those that do arise.
-

-

I1 T o develop skill in Step 1, "Get the Facts."
T o give the group practice on Step 1 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by the
Trainer, and to give members of the group practice
in looking at the 4-step method in two problems
brought in by supervisors.

Complete facts must be
known or obtained. Opinions and feelings must be
found out and considered
along with facts. I t is
necessary to look at an individual because u e o ~ l e
are not alike.
I

I11 T o develop skill in Step 2, "Weigh
and Decide."
T o give the group practice on Step 2 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by the
Trainer and to give members of the group practice
in three problems brought in by supervisors.
I V T o establish the importance of Steps 3 and 4,
"Take Action" and "Check Results."
T o give the group practice in Steps 3 and 4 through
emphasis on these steps in a problem presented by
the Trainer and to give members of the group practice in looking at the 4-step method in three problems
brought in by supervisors.

V

T o give members of the group practice in looking at the 4-step method in two problems
brought in by supervisors.
T o review and summarize foundations, 4-step
method, and tips for getti.ng opinions and feelings.
T o consider the other working relationships of the
supervisor--to other operating departments, to staff
departments, and to his boss.

1

Decisions are made on
the basis of facts properly evaluated and related.

T h e supervisor must
know his res~onsibilitv.
H e must watdh the ti&ing of his action and
follow-up, and watch for
effect on the objective, on
the individual, on the
group, and on production.
F u r t h e r develop the
habit of using the complete method. Point out
application of the method to supervisorls other
relationships. A supervisor gets results through
people.
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Strategy for Job Relations

f
Training Within Industry looks at the training of supervisors as a fivepart job. T h a t is, the supervisor has five needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Knowledge of the work
Knowledge of responsibilities
Skill in improving methods
Skill in instructing
5. Skill in leading

7

Job Relations is a streamlined intensive program designed to give operating supervisors practice in developing skill1 in leading. I t is not intended to provide any training in the "knowledge of responsibilities" area - the job of
training supervisors in the policies, agreements, and regulations of a particular
plant must be done by the plant-and
it assumes that a supervisor has a knowledge of the work.
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Job Relations aims to develop a skill-not
to give stock answers to personnel questions or problems, or to provide industrial1 relations background on
such subjects as rates of pay, safety, etc.
Since Job Relations is focused on working with people, descriptions of
what happens to people are the materials f o r this program. I n the standard
Sessions Outlines there are 4 of these problems, each of which is used at the
specific point for a particular reason. T h e time of the members of the group
is spent mostly on the handling of their own problems which they bring in
for group discussion.
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Job Relations is limited to groups of ten supervisors. Experience has shown
that this number is desirable. A smalller group does not provide enough variety
of problems and a larger group provides too much material for inclusion within
the ten hours.
I n some instances observers have been admitted to the sessions with the
purpose of giving them familiarity with the contents of the program as it normally operates. These observers are requested to stay in character as observers
and are not permitted to join in the discussion. W h e n there are observers present it should be made clear to them in advance that they are not being asked
to attend in order to assist in lining u p how the program should operate-this is
a standardized program and no deviations or changes are to be made.
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Job Relations Strategy
T r a i n i n g W i t h i n Industry urges the use of this program for all of the plant's
first-line and second-line supervisors. T h o s e who are new on the job of directing the work of other people need help and training more than those w h o have
.had experience on the job.
However, if management says that all its supervisors would benefit by this
:way of looking at employee relationships o r that the pressure of present production conditions has brought about an increase in the problems which a
,supervisor must handle, the same training program will apply to persons w h o
{have been on higher level jobs f o r some time. T h e nature of the problems
'brought in and the discussion may be quite different from those in a group
(of new, first-line supervisors.

If in such a g r o u p their problems tend to be unanimously well handled,
I
'the T r a i n e r should make a specific appeal for the bringing in of situations
I which have had poor results and also for the kind which m a y be sized u p in
/advance to get good results through preventive action.

1

O u t of the experience of preparing this program good reasons have de'veloped for doing what is done, in the way it is done, and at a particular time.

i

SESSION I-PRESENTATION
OF F O U N D A T I O N S FOR
G O O D R E L A T I O N S A N D THE 4 - S T E P METHOD

1

Getting Acquainted

Ask each man in the group about his own background and present su1lpervisory
job. T h i s brings quick and easy participation f r o m every member
/of the group. T h e members are being asked to tell something about which
/ t h e y and only they have the story. Also, the T r a i n e r gains valuable information about the people with whom he will be working for the next ten hours.

I
1

T h e Supervisor's Five Needs
T h e five needs are discussed to emphasize to supervisors that, regardless
of their industry or department, they must be well versed in two knowledges
and three skills in order to be effective supervisors. O n e of these needs is the
skill of leading which is covered in these sessions.
C h a r t on Supervisory Responsibility
T h e development of the chart with "people" in the center and the a r r o w
linking the supervisor to the people is a quick means of focusing attention on
the subject-matter of Job Relations. T h e r e also is real g r o u p participation in
the development of this chart as members point out their responsibilities.

Job Relations Strategy
Foundations for Good Relations
There are certain basic points which are followed by effective supervisors.
While Job Relations does not give a great deal of time in the ten hours to these
foundations as such, nevertheless it is necessary to recognize their importance
and to put them across in a way which will gain acceptance. They form the
underlying spirit of good relationships and promote good supervision.

,

Chart on the Individual
T h e pulling out of one person from the group of people through whom the
supervisor gets results is done because of the need of pointing out that people
must be treated as individuals since they are different in background, interests,
and tastes.

I

T h e Joe Smith Problem
'This problem is told by the Trainer. I t is short and the telling gives it
much more reality than reading. Also, the members of the group will be telling
their problems later, and the Trainer should set the pattern he wishes used.
This situation was handled in a way that got poor resu'lts. Such
lem was chosen for several reasons. First, it will often be necessary
group to be critical about the results which a supervisor gets when
not use the complete 4-step method. I t is easier to start this pattern
senting a problem which does not personally concern any member of the

1

a probfor the
he does
by pregroup.
I

Second, the problem is a very simple one from which it is easy to pull out
the positive points which need to be made. Asking where the supervisor skidded
a'lmost invariably sets up the main points of Job Relations' 4-step method.
T h e telling of the problem is broken into two parts in order to get emphasis for the importance of starting the $-step pattern at the beginning getting facts before attempting to make a decision and take action. T h e discussion begins in the pattern which will be followed throughout, T h a t is, it is
necessary to first pull out just what the supervisor is trying to accomplish. This
pattern of discussion enables the leader to keep away from criticism of decisions
by focusing on the use of the method. T h e four main steps on the card are
pulled out from the Joe Smith problem. Experience has shown that the discussion is belabored i f the attempt is made to also develop the sub-points.
H o w Problenls Arise
This material is presented in order to show supervisors that they often can
in on situations early, that an advance size-up may prevent problems. This

1
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also will suggest to members of the g r o u p other problems which they might
bring into the discussion.
Problem Sheets

;

Ice
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T h e problem sheets are used to get conviction from the group that the J o b
Relations program is aimed at the kinds of problems that supervisors encounter every day. I t also gives hints on the type of problems which the members
of the g r o u p will bring in for discussion.
Requests f o r Problems

le
Members of the group prefer to talk about their own problems rather than
t
ts, I those brought in by the Trainer. T h f e four standard problems are used because
it is necessary to insure that certain points of the method are p u t across. B u t
once these points are worked in, the rest of the time is given to the problems
which the men themselves are living with every day. ' T h e problems are reit stricted to those which are within the supervisor's own job to handle, someg thing he can and must do something about.
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S E S S I O N 11-IIZ/IPORTANCE

OF G E T T I N G T H E FACTS

T h e T o m Problem

T h i s problem is chosen to show the necessity of getting the facts and
*1 the importance of remembering that opinions and feelings must be considered
the same as facts. T h e problem also gives some hints as to the w a y in which
1
you get personal facts.

-

1
(

I

T h i s problem is read, as exact words are important. Since i t must be well
read, which involves previous practice, it is specified that the T r a i n e r read both
parts of the dialogue.

iI

T h i s particular problem points to the difference between facts about the
man and facts about the machine-both
are necessary in o r d e r to have the
whole story. T h e members of the g r o u p are also given a h i n t that it is sometimes necessary to probe a bit for the meaning behind words.

T h i s problem points o u t the special importance of handling confidential
material properly.

t

A t a number of places the T r a i n e r stops reading in o r d e r that the group
may discuss specific points. I t is possible in this way to get recognition of a
few of the tips for getting personal opinions and feelings which will later be
developed and summarized.

8
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Problems Brought in by Supervisors
I n the first supervisor's problem, and all succeeding ones, the man who is
to present a problem should come to the head of the table with the Trainer,
I t has been found that shifting of position in the room is welcome and there
appears to be a certain advantage in focusing on the man in this particular way.
I n the handling of the supervisor's problem the objective is pulled out to open
the discussion. T h e T r a i n e r must at a'll times be careful to key the comments,
to "Did he follow the four stepsw-not to "Did he make a good decision?"
T h e discussion must be handled so that the supervisor who presents the problem
gets practice in using the 4 steps (see Standard Procedure, Reference Section).
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Request to Consider Several Problems

Ef
-

Since occasionally a group member who is new o r reluctant to talk does not
wish to bring a problem for discussion, and also because some problems are so
simple that any lengthy discussion would be belabored, it is sometimes necessary
to have more than one problem from some members.

Su
us\

If a man says that he does not have any problems in his department, review
SE

the problem sheet again and ask suc'h questions as "Does output ever fall off?"
"Did anyone ever ask for a raise?" "Are any changes coming?" etc. If the man
is obviously unwilling to preslent a problem after spending some time on reconsidering kinds of problems, do not press him too far. T h i s would be poor Job
Relations. ( H e cannot, however, be clertified if he does not present a problem.)
Personal coaching ,may help a man who is reluctant to present a probltem.
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Request for Problems with P o o r Results
Ch;

If all problems are well handled, discussion is not as interesting as if a
diagnostic technique can be used to show where the supervisor skidded.
S E S S I O N 111-BASIS
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FOR DECISIONS

T h e session is opened by showing that a doctor in getting the symptoms of
a patient goes through a process quite like the J.R. 4-step method. Comparison with the doctor is used to show that the +-step method has universal application, that it is specifically followed in a prominent profession, and perhaps
most important of all to show that the doctor neleds and gets much confidential
information which he must handle well or it will not again be available to him.
T h e Shipyard Problem
T h i s situation which ended in poor results is used to stress Step 2, "Weigh
and Decide." It brings out the necessity of using all the facts and weighing
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them before making a final decision. T h e poor decision was reached because
the supervisor first did not properly evaluate the facts which he had, and sec3 is
ner ond, because he did not have the whole story.
ere
R E S U L T S OF P R E V E N T I V E A C T I O N
'a y . 4 S E S S I O N I V - C H E C K I N G
)en
T h e problem of the first W o m a n Supervisor is used as an example of good
Its,
1
results of preventive action. T h e problem involves a number of people, and
the
subject is one which is current in many w a r production plants. T h e memErn
bers of the group are also given a tip to w o r k through those people w h o are
1) recognized as natural, but informal, leaders.
lot

Effect of Change

SO

T h i s subject is brought u p to show that the problem of the first W o m a n
Supervisor is not a "Woman" problem, but one typifying "change." Change is
usually resented, and supervisors need to take preventive action.
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S U P E R V I S O R ' S OTHER W O R K R E L A T I O N S H I P S

1 Request for Statements on Use of Job

n
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Relations

By getting the members themselves to pull out the advantages to them personally of following a method which will improve the quality of decisions
and actions and which also shows the importance of checking results, the selling of J o b Relations is completed.

i
,

Chart
T h e supervisor's responsibility c h a r t as used in Session I is now amplified
in order to point out to the supervisor the important position in which he is
and to give recognition to it. T h i s chart also offers the opportunity of again
stressing "Get the Facts." T h e T r a i n e r develops the idea that g e t t i n g the facts
will be useful in any relationship that the supervisor has, and that in a number
of cases he will be responsible for g i v i n g the facts.

i

I1 Closing: Statement

J

T h e members of the g r o u p must leave with the feeling that what they do
does matter, that i t is very important. W h e n the T r a i n e r has made this point
the session should be ended no matter what time it is. A f t e r a h i g h point
has once been reached, the whole effect can be ruined by keeping the members straining at a discussion in order to fill the hours.

Job Relations Introduction
I N T R O D U C T I O N OF J O B R E L A T I O N S T R A I N E R

BY MANAGEMENT R E P R E S E N T A T I V E

Trainer to provide Management representative with copy
of this page
Job Relations is:
streamlined p r o g r a m f o r w a r industry from T r a i n i n g W i t h i n Industry
drawn f r o m experienced supervisors in industry
T h e management:
has approved this program
wants it for this plant
expects you to attend each session, and be here on time.
T h i s is y o u r meetingno reports are going to be made to management, except on attendance.
T h e r e will be:

5 two-hour m~eetings
held at

i

n

-------room,

on

T h i s program is important:
management expects you to d o a good job--includes
the people you supervise

good relations w i t h

management knows you are going to get some real help
this method will show you how to be a more effective supervisor

Job Relations Introduction

JOB R E L A T I O N S T R A I N E R ' S I N T R O D L T C T I O N W H E N
N O hIANAGEh4ENT REPRESENTATIVE ATTENDS

am-

-

Ilanagement :
has approved the Job Relations P r o g r a m
wants it for this plant

Job Relations is:
streamlined program for w a r industry from T r a i n i n g W i t h i n Industry
d r a w n f r o m exp~erienced supervisors in industry

r h i s is

our

meeting-

no reports will be made to management, except on attendance.

There will b e :

5

two-hour meetings

held

in

room, on

___--._---_.___

.
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Job Relations-Session

I

PRESENTATION O F FOUNDATIONS FOR GOOD RELATIONS
AND 4-STEP M E T H O D

ALLOW
5 MIN.

I N T R O D U C T I O N BY M A N A G E M E N T
(recommended procedure)

1

Give management representative copy of outline (page
10). Best results are obtained when a management representative opens the session.

J

1J

Introduction by trainer (emergency only). Use outline
(page 11) when impossible to get management representative to open the session.

5 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
10 M I N .

GETTING ACQUAINTED

Tell something about your own background of supervisory experience. This is important even if you know
all members of the group.

2. r ~ a v supervisors
e
introduce themselves.

I
I

Use name cards.
Ask each man to tell you :
work-department-number
visory experience.
13

supervised-super-

-

Job Relations Session I

If there are observers, explain:
They wish to know more about the program.

-

They do not enter the discussion, ask questions,
make remarks.

01

-I

Stress--our meeting-problems discussed here are con
fidential-no
names-give
reasons-get
agreement.
ljmN.

To HERE

ALLOW
10 MIN.

5. Those who attend all five sessions and present a problem
will receive certificates.

DISCUSS THE SUPERVISOR'S F I V E NEEDS.
I n these meetings we are going to use the term "supervisor"
a great deal.

**
k

For the purpose of our discussions when we refer to the
supervisor we mean anybody in charge of people, or who
directs the work of others.

We are all supervisors.
Good supervisors have always realized that they have five
ne,eds.
Let's take a look at these needs. They are:
#c 1. knowledge of the work

dh 2. knowledge of responsibilities
9r 3. skill in instructing
k 4. skill in improving methods
5. skill in leading

*

C

Count the five needs on your fingers as you enumerate.

1

-

Job Relations Session I
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1. K n o w l e d g e o f the w o r k refers to the kind of,information
which makes your business different from all other
businesses :
materials
machines

tools
processes

operations
technical skill

Many a person has spent his lifetime in his work and is
still acquiring knowledge of it. If he moves to another
industry, a new knowledge of work has to be learned.
W e are not going to attempt to meet this need in these
sessions.

2. K n o w l e d g e o f responsibilities refers to the particular
company situation regarding :
policies
agreements
rules

regulations
safety rules
schedules

interdepartmental
relationships

These are different in every company. Hence this
knowledge of responsibilities must be supplied locally.
Every supervisor to do his job must have a clear understanding of his authority and responsibilities as a part
of management.
These local responsibilities are the "ground rules" under
which every supervisor has to work--but we are not
going to attempt to meet this need in these sessions.

3. Skill in i n s t w c t i n g is concerned with helping supervisors
develop a well-trained work force :
have less scrap, re-work, and rejects
have fewer accidents
have less tool and equipment damage
This skill is practiced in Job Instruction sessions.

Job Relations Session I

4. Skill in improving methods deals in utilizing materials,
machines, and manpower more effectively by having
supervisors study each operation i n order to combine,
re-arrange, and sinlplify details of the job.
This skill is practiced in Job Methods sessions.

5. Ski11 in leading helps the supervisor to improve his ability in working with people.
There are basic principles that, when applied day in and
day out, will tend to keep relations smooth and prevent
problems from arising.
By pointing out the ways that problems do arise one can
readily see that preventive action can be taken.
This applies particularly in anticipating changes that
may not be readily accepted and in sensing changes in
output, attitudes, and relationships.
However, when problems do arise, there is an organized
procedure to handle such problems that helps get better
results from the action we take.

S T R E S S T H E F A C T THAT S K I L L S A R E
ACQUIRED BY P R A C T I C E .

2s PITIN.
HERE

The supervisor is not born with this skill. H e must acquire
it by actual practice. Just as soon as this skill is acquired by
a supervisor he becomes more effective in the doing of his
job. I n these five two-hour sessions, we will discuss this skill
in leading which we shall call Job Relations.

lob Relations Session I
iLLmV
10 1 I I N .
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DESCRkI3E SUPEI<VISQR7S P R O B L E M S AS R E GARISS JOB Khl~1,ATP'IQNS.
1. 'I'oo few people realize that the supervisor's job is cornples and difficult.

I

Rlanagement wants outfiut and quality.
Output and quality always require the loyalty and cooperation of people in addition to what machines can
accon~plish.
Can we do something which will improve loyalty and
cooperation? That is the purpose of these meetings.
Mihen a nlachine is installed in a department, a handbook
comes with it-or
there may be a mechanic specially
qualified in how that particular piece of machinery works,
and directions on how to keep it in good operating condition, or what to do when it breaks down.
Supervisors get new people all the time, but handbooks
don't come with them.
How are you going to keep those new persons in top
form? LTThatwill you do if they fail?
Enlployees will tend to judge the whole plant in terms of
the treatment they receive from their immediate boss.
Remember your first day on the job? I still remember
mine. (Illustrate)
There are thousands of people in supervisory positions
today who were operators a short time ago.
As time goes on thousands more men and women will
have to assume supervisory jobs.

Job Relations Session I
Some of these people-some men, some women, have
long backgrounds as operators, some do not.
These new supervisors must quickly learn to work
through people.
They must recognize that they can get their jobs done
only through the cooperation of the people whose work
they direct.
Supervisors, new and old alike, are confronted with the
problem of obtaining the cooperation of:
people who have never worked before
people who have had steady work but of a different
nature
Newly appointed supervisors also may have the problem
of obtaining the cooperation of people who:
know more about the technical aspects of the job than
they do
have many more years of service than they have

I Try to get agreement. I
T o meet such problems some kind of training in the
special skill of leading is necessary.
This skill of working with people has long been recognized as a mark of good supervision.

2. What do we mean by "good supervision"?
.k Good supervision means that the supervisor gets the
.k people in his department to do what he wants done,
.k when it should be done, and the way he wants it done,
.k because they want to do it.

19
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3.

*to runNow,yourin these
sessions I'm not going to tell you how
job.
But experienced supervisors have developed a skill in
working with people.
This skill can be learned.
It saves supervisors a lot of headaches.
Let's see what we can find out about this skill.

35 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
10 M I N .

SHOW T H A T A SUPERVISOR MEETS HIS RESPONSIBILITIES T H R O U G H RELATIONSHIPS W I T H
PEOPLE.
1.

* supervision
What are the common titles for different levels of
in this shop?
These may be suggested:
lead man
gang boss

crew chief
supervisor

group leader
foreman

** "supervisor"
For the purpose of our discussion, when we refer to a
we mean ANYBODY W H O IS I N
** WC HOARRKGOEFOOTHERS.
F PEOPLE O R W H O DIRECTS T H E
Write "Supervisor" and enclose in a
box near top of left third of board.

I was in a group not long ago where one supervisor said,
"I make wire." Did that supervisor himself make wire?
No, he supervised a department in which many people
worked together to turn out the wire.

Job Relations Session I

Write above Super[.is or :

I

A supervisor gets results
through people

Let's look at what you do as a supervisor.
W e will let this circle represent the supervisory job.

Draw circle
supervisor.

-

under

I

A supervisor gets results
through people

I

Supervisor

I

Job Relations Session I
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2. Let's look at the things
for which your boss
holds you responsible.
jl Of course, our boss
jl holds us responsible
jl for production.

Write Production in
one segment.

-

*

A supervisor gets results
through people
Supervisor

I

I

I

Besides production, for
jl what else does your
jl boss hold you responjl sible?

-

-

As members suggest
kinds of supervisory
responsibilities, write
the name and outline
the segment. Write
d o w n w h a t e v e r is
mentioned, but try to
include those on the
chart at right.

I

Any of the following suggestions may be offered:
reports
scrap
morale

plant protection
scI-.edules

L

Leave top section of the circle unlabeled.

We will let this section represent all otllcr responsibilities
9r of the supervisor.

Job Relations Session I

** instead
W e won't try to define the whole supervisory joblet's see if there is anything in common about
these responsibilities.

3.

- Who gets out production?

I

D o not spend too much time getting the answer, which
is "People." Give it yourself if someone does not give
this answer.

I

I

]

Put small circles in
the "Production" seg
[rnent.

** These
ple.

represent peo-

Whom do you train?

When someone says
"People," put in other
circles i n segment
marked "Training."

-

r

Continue until there
are small circles in
every segment including the blank one.
You can say :

How do you get quality?
Who gets hurt?
r u s e "who" questions.l

A supervisor gets results
through people

I

Supervisor

(

I

Job Relations Session I
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Is there any part of the supervisor's job which does not
involve people?

No.

Place circles in blank
segment.

I

When we look at any part
of the supervis'or's job, we
find people in the situation.

Enclose small circles
in a hub.

I

Erase most of the
small circles and write
PEOPLE inside the

The supervisor gets results through people.

L ~ o i n to
t heading.

_I

A supervisor gets results
through people

[
I

Supervisor

I
I

Job Relations Session I
+r I n ordcr to
these
. . meet
.

$r responsib~htles there

k
$q

**

must be some relationship betvileen the supervisor and each of
his people.
Let's have this line represent that relationship.

A~u~ervisorgetsresults
through people
Supervisor

I
n
C
0

.,a
o0
rn
3

LL

Draw double-headed
arrow and label it
Job Relations.
Job Relations are the
everyday relations between you and the people
you supervise.
The kind of relations you
have affects the kind of
results you get.

Relations with some are good, with others are poor, but
there are always relationships.
Poor relationships cause poor results ; good relationships
cause good results.
pllustrate by use of chart.]
45 IIIIN.
TO HERE

When a supervisor wants to meet any of these responsibilities
effectively, he must have good relations with his people.

Experience shows that successiul sl;per\-isors use definite
foundations for good relations. The-v fiild thnt these f o u m
dntiorls izecfi the job I-ela2ion.r line st)-ong.
d

Write on top
center of
boardthe

1

Foundations for Good Relations

1. -k There are s o ~ n ctilings that you and I as supervisors
a can do, day in and day o u t , :rbo:lt keeping the job
"w. relations line in good condition,
%I- For instmce, w c can let each worker know how he is
#r getting along.

Write under heading :

Let each worker know how
he is getting along

Suppose a man gocs i~oineand someone says "Wow are you
doing on your job?" and he has to say, "I don't know-no
one's said anything."

Do you think that's good job relations if the man feels u n certain about important things like his job?
We know it isn't.
Do you think it is a good idea to let each worker know how
he is getting along?
Wouldn't you like to know how you are getting along?
]I like to.

Job Relations Session I

I wonder if these people [point to board] would like to know
how they are getting along. Wouldn't that strengthen that
job relations line?

2. +c Another foundation for good job relations is "Give
credit when due."

r

1

Give credit when due

Wri te on board :

If a man has been sick but stays on at work to finish an
important job, maybe you can't give him a raise, but you
can let him know it helped you.
Do you think it is good job relations to give credit when due?
Is that the kind of treatment you like?

I wonder if these people [point to board] wouldn't like it.
Would it help the job relations line if we did give people
credit when due?

3.

*

Another foundation for good relations is, "Tell people
j, in advance about changes that will affect them."

[Write

on board:

1

Tell people in advance about
changes that will affect them

Suppose someone tells you tonight that beginning tomorrow
you're going to transfer to the midnight shift and start to
work at midnight instead of at 8:00 in the morning?
Are you going to like it?
Are you going to think about your car pool?
You at least want a chance to have your say.
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Would it be a good idea to tell people in advance about
changes that affect them?
Do you think that would help the job relations line?

I wonder if these people [point to board] wouldn't like to
know in advance about changes that affect them.

4.

**

Another foundation for good relations is, "Make best
use of each person's ability."

[Write

on board:

1

Make best use of each
person's ability

Have you ever had a man who went sour just because he felt
he could do more skilled work than you gave him to do?
Have you ever looked around your shop to see if you had
that job for him?
D o you think it would help the job relations line if we made
the best use of each person's ability?

I wonder i f we are making the best use of the ability of these
people [point to board].
These foundations are important to everyone. Using them
will smooth job relations and assist us as supervisors to meet
our responsibilities [point to board work].
r ~ h board
e
will look like this:

1
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A supervisor gets results
through people
Supervisor

Foundations for
good relations

Let each worker
know how he is
getting along.
G i v e credit
when due.
Tell people in
advance about
changes that
will affect them.
Make best use
r>f each person's
ability.

55 M I N .
TO HERE
ALLOW
10 M I N .

D E V E L O P T H E "INDTVIDUAL" C H A R T .

a

Does this mean that all these people are alike? The
& answer is no. People are different and must be treated
as individuals.

Write on top right third
of board :

-

People must be treated
as individuals

All right, no two of us are alike.

Job Relations Session I
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Let's pull out one of these persons and see why he is different.

II

Draw a dotted line extending from one of the small
circles to another big circle. Label it AN INDIVIDUAI,. Do not erase the foundations.

An
Individual

We'll let this circle represent any one of these people.

* him

So let's take a look at this employee and what affects
ft
as an individual. We know that his job is a big factor.

Write His Job on. left
one-third segment of
circle.

-

-.

-

1

I
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Now what else? What other things affec:t him as an individual? What makes one toolmaker different from another
toolmaker?
P

Write in interests as
members suggest. Be
sure to include Family, Background, and
Health.
Give examples
each, such as:

for

Family-Does it make a difference if he's happily married?
BackgroundIs there a difference
between the person
who was raised on a
farm and one who
lived in a city?
HealthSuppose he's going
to have an operation?

You may also get Recreation, Wages, Love Affairs,
Education.
Write down not more than two or three of these.
L ~ e a v eone segment for other factors.

f?
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)I

:

There are, of course, many additional things which affect
the individual on the job.

C

1,

Leave one section unlabeled.

Let's let this segment represent Other Factors.

B

r ~ h completed
e
chart work will look like this:

1

Btve c r e d i t when due.

:

\ /

I \ /

w e be"

use ef each
person's ability.

/ \--/

-All of these 'reallv affec,tthe individual who comes to work

Job Relations Session I
The things noted in the circle makc individuals different.
You need to know this person as a separate individual because he is different and that affects him on the job.
These diiierences are not ones that supervisors can chatige,
but we must recognize them as differences which affect the
worker on the job.

C

Summarize chart :

-A

I

supervisor gets results through people.

.

-By using the foundations we can improve our relations with people.

-A
1 HR.
5 AIIN.
TOHERE

J

5 MIN.

supervisor must treat his people as individuals.

These are the basis for good job relations.
But their use will not prevent all problems.

D E F I N E A "PROBLEM."
What do we mean by a problem?

It A

problem is A N Y T H I N G T H E S U P E R V I S O R

-IQ H A S T O T A K E A C T I O N O N .
Changes, interruptions, and failures do occur; and situations do arise. These cause problems.
Each supervisor needs skill in understanding individuals,
sizing u p situations, arid working with people.
W e are going to get experience in using a method for meeting problems. This nietliod has been de~~eloped
in sound
industrial practice.

Job Relations Session I
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What we are going to be working on is the relation between
you and the people you supervise.
This relationship is the same whether you are working on
a quality problem or a maintenance problem or any of your
other responsibilities.
We will consider your responsibilities for production, quality, etc., only in so far as they are affected by job relations.

I
I
I
I

These relations are important.
They affect the job.
Good relations give you good results.
i m.
10 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 MIN.

Poor relationships give you poor results.
Conditions change all the time-so

do relations.

INTRODUCE T.W.I. M E T H O D .
Tell the problem of Joe Smith.
Do not read. The trainer must be able to tell this well,
changing no ideas, but using words natural to him.

1. Let us take a look at how one supervisor took action on
one of his problems-something
production plant.

that happened in a war

Joe Smith was a good worker and his earnings were high. The department was busy and was on a regular 6-day schedule. Some time ago
Joe had fallen into the habit of laying off every Monday. The rush of
work was so great that his staying away held up a lot of work. The
supervisor had spoken to Joe about it several t i m e s d u t Joe just said
that he was making more money in five days than he used to make
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in two weeks. The supervisor tried to appeal to Joe's patriotism, but
saw that he did not get any place.
Then Joe got married and he started working six days regularly,
The supervisor decided that the extra money looked good to Joe and
that was why he came to work all the time. Joe kept up the good record for a few months.
Then one Monday a general increase was announced. On Tuesday
Joe failed to come to work. The supervisor decided tb,at the extra money
had again brought Joe to the place where he could get along on five
days' pay. H e decided that he was going to teach Joe a lesson, and that
the only way to get at Joe was to show him how it would feel to lose five
days' pay.
When Joe came in Wednesday, the supervisor was waiting for
him on his way to the locker room and called out-"Hey,
Joe, don't
bother changing. I'm laying you off for a week. That'll give you a
chance to think over what's in your pay envelope. Maybe you'll decide it won't be so bad to get six days' pay next time."

r

Erase charts from board.

-1

"r 1
Discuss.

This supervisor had a problem, didn't he?
How do you think he handled it?

A Just what was this supervisor trying to accomplish?

C

Get the group to say:

1
-

H e wanted Joe at work regularly.

Job Relations Session I
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If the group tends to agree with the supervisor, remind
them that what he wanted was "Joe on the job."

-

1

-

But he sent him home.
Would you have taken this action?

DO

not let this go into extensive discussion.

If these points do not come out in the discussion, make
them yourself:

I

H e made no attempt to find out why Joe didn't come to
work that particular day.
T h e supervisor jumped to the conclusion that Joe, in spite
of his apparent change, was after all just an irresponsible
person.
That the contents of the pay envelope were all that mattered.
The disciplinary action that the supervisor took was hard
on the department.

3' b e l l what happened n e x t . 7
Well-the supervisor laid Joe off. A f e n days later at lunch another supervisor came u p to him and said he'd heard he was pretty
tough on Joe Smith. Joe's father had been hurt in an accident last
Tuesday. Joe had asked the next-door neighbor to send word to the
plant that he was called out of town. T h e neighbor forgot. When Joe
went back to the plant Wednesday, he didn't know that his supervisor hadn't heard about what had hlrppened.

Job Relations Session I
Discuss.

1

D o these additional facts throw more light?
Joe had had a g o o d record for a while, but the supervisor
had decided that the wage increase was the reason for his
not coming to work.
T h e supervisor felt that he wasn't going to be able to count
on him.
Joe's failure to come to work had been for a good reason.
H e thought his supervisor had been notified.
Let's look at what the supervisor did from three angles:
'

H o w would Joe feel toward his supervisor?
How did the other people in the department feel about
the way he treated Joe?
What did it do to production?

It was the wrong thing to do on all three counts.

5. Is there a way to avoid mistakes like this?
What could Joe's supervisor have done first?

If someone suggests "Talk to Joe" or "Give him a
chance to explain," ask, "Do you mean 'Get the facts'?"

I Write on board I
:

1

Get the Facts

It certainly is important to "Be sure y o u have t h e w h o l e
story.

77
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Then what 'would he do with these facts?

I

Get group to say and write
on board:

1

Weigh and Decide

Aren't we all tempted to jump at conclusions?
After deciding, what would he do next?

Get group to say and write on board

Take Action

It's easy to pass the buck, isn't it?
After you take action, is it a good idea to see how it came out?

Write on board:

I

Check Results

Did Joe's supervisor's action help production?
1 HR.
25 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 M I N .

I- Leave steps on board.J
I

7

H A N D O U T CARDS, SUMMARIZE 4-STEP
METHOD.
Distribute cards individually-STRESS
PORTANCE.

THEIR IM

-1
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Read the "How to Handle a Problem" side of the card
and comment as follows:

I

1 Get the Facts.
W e said that Joe's supervisor did not get the facts.

a Review the record. (source of

facts)

The supervisor recalled Joe's previous bad record but evidently overlooked his recent good
record.

All records are not paper records. You include
what you know about someone.

a Find

out what rules and plant customs apply.

(source of facts)
It apparently was a custom in this plant to call
in if you were not coming to work.
There are some things that are accepted as
what you do in the plant. Some are written and
they're rules. But the unwritten customs are
just as strong.

9r Talk with individuals concerned. (source of facts)
Joe's supervisor did not take the time to do this.

-k Get opinions and feelings. isoarce of facts)
This supervisor just didn't think of what Joe
felt; remember that what a person feels or
thinks, right or ivrong, is a fact to him and
must be considered as such.

Job Relations Session I
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Be sure you have the whole story. (a caution)
You pointed out that the supervisor didn't have
the whole story-he did not know why Joe
didn't come to work.

2. Weigh and Decide.
Fit the facts together.
Look for gaps and contradictions. I n this one
there were gaps, but the supervisor didn't try
to fill them in. Joe's father's being hurt is the
big gap in the facts.
+r Consider their bearing on each other.

This supervisor only looked at the bearing of
some facts on each other. H e overlooked Joe's
current good record and decided that the wage
increase and Joe's previous record accounted
for his absence.
+r What nossible actions are there?

This supervisor thought there was only one
thing to do. There is usually more than one
possible action if we stop to weigh all the facts.
$c Check practices and policies.

The supervisor has to know the ground rules.
lHe has to know whether his action is within
company policies and practices.

*

Consider objective and effect on individual,group,
and production.
Joe's supervisor did not consider the effect of
his action on his objective, on Joe, on the other
people, or on production.

Job Relations Session I

*

Don't jump at conclusions. ( a caution)
D o you think that Joe's supervisor jumped at
a conclusion?

* 3.

Take Action.

*

Are you going to handle this yourself?

It was up to Joe's supervisor to handle this
problem.

*

D o you need help in handling?
Sometimes we can get help from another department-from
the plant hospital, personnel,
or the payroll department.

*

Should you refer this to your supervisor?
You have to decide whether a problem is beyond your own authority for action.

* Watch the timing- of vour action.
T h e timing does influence the effectiveness of
what you do.

*

Don't pass the buck. ( a caution)

I guess we all know what this means-and

we
can say for Joe's supervisor that he didn't pass
the buck.

* 4.

Check Results.

It is always important to consider how you are going
to follow up.

Job Relations Session I
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How soon will vou follow

41
UD?

make your first check as soon as you can
reasonably expect results.

YOU

*

How often will you need to check?
-

-

--

Sometimes you keep an eye on something for
quite a while just to make sure that your action
hasn't caused another problem.
jr Watch for changes in output, attitudes, and rela-

tionships.
You have to look at what your action did to
the group as well as to the individual person
concerned.

*

Did your action help production?
We've seen that Joe's supervisor fell down
straight through because
he failed to get the facts
he didn't even consider all the facts he had
his action was wrong
and he got poor results

Ask supervisors to turn the cards over. Read the
"Foundations for Good Relations," commenting as
follows :

-

*

Let each worker know how he is getting along.
-

I

-

Do we all want to know how we are doing?

Sr Figure out what you expect of him. (action point)
Is it a good idea to decide what he is supposed
to do so you can let him know how he is doing?

Job Relations Session I
Point out wavs to imurove. (action ~ o i n t )
Does it help much to say "You're all wrong
there"?
How about saying "Suppose we try this"?
$T

Give credit when due.
Don't we all respond to recognition?

*

Look for extra or unusual performance. (action
point)
Sometimes it's the man who's unusually reliable
who deserves some form of credit.

.14- Tell him while "it's hot.'' (action point)
Don't get so busy that you overlook some
sirnple thanks right when they are due.

*

Tell people in advance about changes that will affect
them.

All of us have to get used to changes.

+ Tell them why if possible.

(action point)

Give reasons, not arbitrary decisions.
$c Get them to accept the change. (action point)

Help people to understand.

*

Make best use of each person's ability.
This is particularly important in wartime.
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& Look for ability not now being used. (action point)
Are you sure you know just what skills there
are in your shop? Are you training new men
when there is a skilled man doing some other
job?

9r Never stand in a man's way. (action point)

**
*

Do people think you hold them back just to get
your job done?
These are the basic rules for good relations. They will
do a job for you if you use them. If they are used they
will keep many problenw from coming up.

Remember that you need to treat all people as individuals.
These foundations will smooth job relations but they will
not insure you against problems.
We have supervisors because there arc problems to handle.
1 HR.
30 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
5 RIIN.

You and I are supervisors because management expects us
to handle these problems.

SUMMARIZE.

1. Good supervision includes two points :
Handling the department and working with the individuals in it in a way which makes everyday relationships
smooth and prevents many problems. This is covered
by the Foundations.
Handling'problems that do arise is covered by the
4-step method.

Job Relations Session I
2. T h e supervisory job can't be run from a set of rules any
more than you can learn to play baseball from a book.
You can read about pitching a curve but you can't get
the ball to curve until you have practiced.

3. Conditions do change; interruptions do occur; problems do come up. T h e Foundations and this 4-step method will help you to handle these problems. This is a pattern to follow.
This method applies whether there is a Wagner Act or
not, whether you are dealing with a man or a woman,
Negro or White, Republican or Democrat.
Why is this so? Because people are people once you get
under their skins, regardless of race or color.
DISCUSS HOW P R O B L E M S COME UP.

.k Let's look at the way P R O B L E M S come up.
-k 1. If you're on the watch in your department you'll be
.k
tipped off when you notice changes in people's work

**
.k
*-k 2.
**
**
jr

or attitudes. Suppose a man suddenly gets quarrelsome with everyone around him-that's
a problem,
isn't it? Effective supervisors get in on these early.
O r , you may even have a situation to size u p before it
happens. Management may announce changes in policy. Suppose you are going to bring a group of women
into a department where there have been only men.
You may want to do some preventive work and size
u p that situation in advance so that you won't have a
problem to handle later.

-k 3. Sometimes they "come to you." A man may ask for
.k
a raise or a transfer, or he may have a problem or

*

question.
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1 IJR.
45 MIN.
7'0 HERE

ALLOW
15 M I N .

*
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4. Others, you "run into." Suppose you tell someone to
do something, and he won't do it. O r perhaps it's
someone who's late.

CONS1DER SUPERVISOR'S PROBLEMS
JOB.

ON THE

1

Distribute problem sheets.

Some of the same problems come to all supervisors.
Maybe you have all of these-or

C
C
C

none.

Ask group to check problem sheets.

1

Read five or six out loud--discuss, not at length.

Let the group read all the way through.

1

1

-

I n this group we are going to be working on supervisors'
problems-the things he has to do something about.
r ~ o m m e n on
t number of problems group has.

I

Describe practice in following
- sessions.
L ~ e Tips
e
for Trainers.

I

1

I

-

Each of you will have a chance to bring in a problem during
these sessions.
We will work on these problems to develop our skill in the
use of the 4-step method.
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J09 PBLATIONS S ITUATICMS AND PROBLELS

Lack of t e a m o r k in department.
Worker d o e s n ' t u n d e r s t a n d h i s p a r t i n t h e whole job.
Illan goes t o your boss t o complain.
Someone k i c k s a b o u t working c o n d i t i o n s ,
P r o s p e c t i v e ahange in hours i s a p t t o mike t r o u b l e .

f

3

a

AY-

X/"

I-

Man wants t o ohange jobs o f t e n .
Man t a k e s chances a t work.
Worker f a i l s t o come t o work e v e r y day.
Employee l o s e s i n t e r e s t i n job.
I&* f e e l s he i s b e i n g pushed.
&!an r e s e n t s changes.
Drop i n i n d i v i d u a l production.
Drop i n o v e r a l l produotion.
Worker i r r i t a b l e and touchy.
Employee kioks when n o t promotsd.
P l a n t p r o t e o t i o n r e g u l a t i o n s a r e goirig t o be s t i f f e n e d .
Worker wants more money.
Employee p u l l s boner.
Operator refuses t o do o e r t a i n work.
h p l o y e e s a r e n o t going t o g e t a n expected bonus.
C a r e l e s s w i t h m a t e r i a l s and equipment.
Xan g e t s d i s c o u r a g e d . l e a r n i n g job.
Time-clock r u l e s a r e going t o be enforcod.
Worker wants t r a n s f e r f o r more money.
F r i a t i o n batween s h i f t s .
Fay d i f f e r e n t i a l c a u s e s t r o u b l e .
Some day-work jobs a r e g o i q t o be p u t o n p i e c e - r a t e .
Man l o a f i n g on job.
Doesn't l i k e r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .
P l a n t i s going t o s t a r t h i r i n g women, o r Negroes.
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We are lzot going to criticize the supervisor or pass judgment on his action.
When you bring in your problem,

REMEMBER:

**
** It
*
**
*
*+
**
*

Our definition of a problem is something the supervisor
has to take action on. This includes recommending action.

must involve you and the people you supervise-otherwise we may not have all the facts or know the individuals
concerned.

You may bring in a problem that you have handled recently. These problems are good because the facts are
easily recalled.

You may bring in a problem on which you have not as
yet taken action. Pending problems are always good.

You will help all of us if you will bring some problems
that didn't turn out quite right, so we can take a look at
why they turned out the way they did.

Please do not bring in as a problem the most involved problem that you have run into in all of your years of supervisory
experience. When problems are pretty big, or involved, most
of us usually say-"This is a pretty tough one. I'd better get
the facts and weigh them carefully.
7,

Supervisors tell us that they usually go a bit sour with the
smaller problems as they appear to be so insignificant that
they are prone not to get the facts, jump at conclusions, etc.
We want to get experience and practice here so that we will
instinctively think through small problems, so that these
small problems will be handled satisfactorily and forgotten.
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Some supervisors say that most all of their large problems
result from small problems which were poorly handled. If
there is a little blaze, we usually can put it out with a cup
of water, but if it develops into a big blaze, then we have to
call out the Fire Departments from neighboring towns.
Sometimes we overlook the little things. You give someone
work to do and he just doesn't do it.
You have a girl who doesn't get to work on time.
These small incidents are problems.
Because of our time limit we have to have short and relatively simple problems. This is necessary because we are
going to apply the entire method, not just the beginning of
it. We can learn the method just as well on short problems as
on long ones. If we get practice and form a habit, it will be
easier to use the method on more involved problems, and it
will make the handling of those problems shorter.
Remember that the supervisor does much preventive work
by handling his problems while they are new and small
rather than waiting until they are older and more complicated.
3. Do any of you have any problen~s,like these on the problem
sheet perhaps, facing you? I mean some you have to handle
yourself? Well, will you, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tell us about one at the next meeting just as I told you about
Joe Smith, so we all can take a look at them together?

C

Explain procedure for handling supervisor's problems.

4. 1'111going to bring in a problem too.

1
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Our purpose in all these problems is to get firactice in the
use of the #-step method. We only acquire skill through
practice.

5. You can begin to use these foundations and the 4 steps right
away-on

the job.

That's where this plan pays dividends.
2 HRS.
TO HERE

r ~ h a n kgroup for interest and participation.l

[Clear the board. 1

Job Relations-Session
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I M P O R T A N C E O F G E T T I N G T H E FACTS

ALL,""
5 n.rinT.

R E V I E W 4-STEP M E T H O D .

I'

I Briefly make appropriate opening comments. I

2. Let's take a look at our 4-step method of handling problems.
What are the four steps a good supervisor follows when
he takes action on a problem3
Draw from group and
place in upper right hand
corner of board :

-

!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

3. We are setting up a pattern here. We handle these situations in slow motion, in order to get a closer look at them.
Actually, on the job, even though this method is many
times speeded up, you still go through the same steps.
5 MIN.
TO HERE

4. This may seem to take time-but if it saves time in the
long run, isn't it surely worth it?

51
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D E V E L O P A B I L I T Y IN U S I N G THE METHOD by presenting and discussing the Tom problem.

L-

Focus attention on importance of Step 1-Get
Facts.

I

the

I n the use of this method Step 1 is basic, because the success
of Steps 2, 3, and 4, depends on getting all the facts.

1

r u n d e r i i n e step1.

1. Get the Facts

I n some problems ALL THE FACTS are not obtained
until personal opinions and feelings are considered. These
personal opinions and feelings must be considered as facts.
What a worker thinks-right
or wrong-is a fact to him
and must be considered as such.
I am now going to tell you about a problem in which a supervisor talked with a man and, by getting his opinions and
feelings, obtained important facts.
The purpose in relating this particular problem is to stress
not only the importance of getting the facts, but also to give
us an opportunity to see exactly how this supervisor talked
with this man in order to get personal opinions and feelings.
This problem is one where what is said and how it is said is
very important. I'm going to read this to you, so we'll get
just what was said by both of them.

2.

Read the problem. MAKE IT LIVE. DO NOT
R E A D I N A MONOTONE.

-

I
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A supervisor is out in the shop and notices a workman is reaching
into a machine.
Supervisor calls out: Tom, I've told you to shut off that machine when
you take off the guard.

-

-I

Trainer Comment: The supervisor is mad. He's ap
parently warned Tom before.

-

Tom yells back: If you want to fire me, why don't you say so instead
of nagging at me all the time.

C

1

Trainer Comment: Tom is mad, too.

Supervisor: Keep your shirt on! It's far from firing you, Tom. I just
don't want you to fire yourself by getting your hand
mashed. The number of times that machine has to be adjusted makes me think there must be something wrong
with it.
Tom :

Well, I'm not going to take any more panning.

I

Trainer Comment: The supervisor is certainly facing a
problem and here is what went through his mind very
quickly before he took any action.

Supervisor: Now, let's see. I've known Tom a long time. He's been
one of the best men in the department. H e says I've been
nagging him. H e is reckless as the devil about his machine.
Yesterday I had to call him on quality. And it hasn't been
so long since I had to tell him that his line wasn't keeping
up with the rest. What's happened to Tom? I guess I have
been on his neck a lot. But it was always something that
had to be done. And I can't have him takihg chances the
way he does.
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Trainer Comment: D o you notice how this problem
came up? There had been a change in Tom, but the
supervisor didn't get into the problem then. Me waited
until it burst in his face.
Supervisor: Suppose we get together this afternoon and talk this over.
I'll let you know when I can get someone to relieve you.

-

-

Trainer Comment: Why do you think the supervisor
didn't talk to him then? D o you think it would have
done any good to stay there right then and argue with
him? H e isn't going to talk in the department or while
Tom is mad.

That afternoon Ton1 comes into the supervisor's office.

1

-

Supervisor: Hello, Tom. Sit down. Now, Tom, I guess you think I've
been riding you. I don't want to do anything like that.
A couple of times 1 felt I had to stop you because you were
doing something dangerous. And there've been a couple
of times lately when your work hasn't been quite up to
par. I'm used to quality work and plenty of it from you.
Every time I see you taking a chance that might cause
trouble, I've got to stop you. When your work isn't u p to
standard, why then I've got to say something about that too.
Now is there something the matter with the machine? I
know you're always raising the guard and reaching into
it. If there's something wrong with that machine, I want to
get it fixed.
Trainer Comment: What is the supervisor doing here?
The supervisor is trying the obvious thing first-to see
i f the trouble is connected with the machine.

1
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Well, if you think I'm going to run over to that switch and
pull it, and hang the "don't touch" sign on it-you're just
crazv. You're yelling now about how little I get done. If
I had to spend half of my time turning that switch off and
on, I wouldn't get anything done. And the other day ydu
said the parts were below standard. Well, if I didn't fix that
machine they'd all be below standard.

Tom :

-

-

Trainer Comment: Tom isn't going to make it easy, is
he? The supervisor could have cut in there and told him
it wouldn't take half the time to turn off the switch. Here
again he could have argued, but he had gotten Torn in
there because he wanted to talk with him, so he wasn't
going to interrupt him.

-

-

Supervisor: Now, Tom, there's more to it than breaking a safety rule.
There's a reason behind that rule. You're apt to get your
hand mashed.
And that'd cost the company money, wouldn't it?

I

Trainer Comment: The supervisor might think that
Tom was sore at the company about money-or would
that be jumping at a conclusion?

I
I

Supervisor: Oh, sure it would cost the company money. But have we
made you think that's all we're interested in?
Tom :

Well, that's all that counts with some people.
rrl.rainer Comment: (He's bitter about something.)

1

Supervisor: It'd cost us a good man. And that's a harder thing to replace than money.
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Well, not everybody feels that way.

-

Trainer Comment: H e seems to be thinking about the
Impol-tame of money to some people. The supervisor has
a cue here--will he follow it up? T o m has been pretty
hard to talk to. What does the supervisor have to follow
up from here?
D o not allow extended discussion. If the group does not
make the point, say that Tom seems to be thinkinlg about
the importance of money to somebody.

-

Supervisor: Why are you sot strong on the money angle? You're doing
all right that way, aren't you? Seems to me you told me
last spring you were going to build on that land of yours
out on the pike. When are you getting married? When you
have a wife she won't want you to take chances.
Tom :

Oh--nobody

cares if I do get a hand off.

Supervisor: Your girl would care.
Tom :

I don't have a girl any more.

Supervisor: I'm sorry, Tom. I just wanted to get you thinking of what
an injury to you might mean to somebody else.
Tom :

Well, it doesn't mean anything to anyone now. Nothing
about me would hurt her. Why, she knew I was going to
start to build, but she married someone else. So, all I have
is a half-finished house. And that's all I've got to show for it.
Nobody cares what happens to me any more. And I don't
need to try to make any more money, or save it either. It
changes a lot of things.
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-

-

Trainer Comment: This takes careful handling. The
supervisor wants to get Tom back to normal production; he wants to stay on good terms with Tom. Now
the supervisor has a chance to make a speech-he could
tell Tom he was lucky to get rid of her, but he's going
to listen to Tom, and not do all t h e talking himself.

-

-

Supervisor: A blow like that's bad, and it's no use saying it isn't. But
sometimes you just have to take it on the chin. Some things
can be fixed up, though. And I wish you'd see your way
clear to helping me figure out what's wrong with the way
that line is running.
*

I can see why you havs gotten a bit careless about caking
chances. But I know you wouldn't have had to take those
chances unless something else had been wrong. Now, is
the machine worn? Does it need overhauling? How are
the tools?

Trainer Comment: There seem to be t w o things to look
at : (1) the man and (2) the machine.
r_

'

Tom :

1
-

No, it isn't the machine. The parts aren't coming through
the same as they used to. There's a burr left on them; and
after so many have gone through, well, I just have to clean
the machine out.
r ~ a n d l this
e problem according to standard procedure.

3. Just what is Tom's supervisor trying to accomplish?

-

-

Get from
group and
place on
board :

To make Tom a safe worker and
get production back to normal

1
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4. What are the facts?

-

-

-

Get facts from
group and put on
board briefly. See
that these are included, but not necessarily in this
order.

-

Facts
Was a good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Talked back
Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts

LCheck subheads of Step 1. USE CARD J
Be sure that you leave group with the realization that
the supervisor got three very important facts because he
talked with the individual to get opinions and feelings.

5.

[consider

-

Step 2, according to standard

-

Get possible actions from
group.
Some may beWarn about safety rules.
Give penalty layoff.
Report bad parts.
Tell him losing girl isn't
your fault.

-

Weigh and decide
Possible actions

-

Test possible actions against objective and probable
effect on individual-groupproduction.

-

1

-
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6. Now let us see what did happen in this particular problem.

C

1

Continue to read the problem.

Supervisor: I can see why that would cause you trouble. Suppose we
go down and take a look at those parts. Now, I'm sorry
about pour tough luck. B u t I do thank you for helping me.

-

Trainer Comment: Throughout, the supervisor had
listened sympathetically to Tom, he had encouraged and
helped him to talk about the things that were important
to him. Now that he had reached something specific,
bad parts, he's going to check that.
Later the supervisor comes back to his office and calls
his own chief.

Supervisor: Jones, can I come up a minute? I want to talk to you
about the parts we're getting from the punch press department. They're not coming through clean. I have a
good operator on our line, and it's interfering with his
work and slowing down our output.

7. What were the additional facts that Tom's supervisor
pot by talking with Tom and getting his opinions and
feelings?
'3

1

Point out on board THE
A D D I T I O N A L FACTS :

-

Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts
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'l'he supervisor looked at all the facts and he felt he
had a complete story.

He found out why T o m was off the beam.
Doesn't this indicate that sometimes an addition of one
more fact will preclude or suggest a possible action?
Do you think we would have had the same possible
actions if these facts had been missing?
What action did he take?

r ~ e l group
p
give s u p e r - 1 ACTION
visor's action.
Told Tom he was sorry
Asked Tom's help
Write this action on the
board :Checked parts

Reported faulty parts

What facts did this supervisor use in arriving at this
decision?
r 1 3 a n d l e Step 3 as in the standard procedure.l
Let's look at Step 3.
Are you going to handle this yourself?
It was this supervisor's problem.
H e had some responsibility to take some action.
Need help?
Yes, he got Tom's help-no

outside help necessary.
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Refer to supervisor?
T o get good parts-but
trouble.

didn't tell him Tom's

Timing?
Tom's supervisor didn't lose any time in acting.

10.

r ~ a n d l eStep 4 as in the standard procedure.

1

How soon do you think he'll follow up? More than
once?
What will he look for?
D o you think Tom's supervisor will accomplish his
objective?
Did this supervisor use the Cstep method up to now?

11. Conclusion to the Tom Problem.
You remember the purpose of this problem was to stress
not only the importance of getting the facts, but also to
see how this supervisor handled this problem in order
to get personal opinions and feelings. You can see what
might have happened if this supervisor had not decided
to get more facts before he took his action.
Do you think Tom's supervisor was justified in getting
him to talk about his personal affairs? This depends on
the individual and the problem. This supervisor knew
his individual well enough to talk with Tom.
Did you ever have a man go sour when something happened in his family? H e brought what happened outside
of work into the plant with him-just as Tom did. That's
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why the supervisor has to concern himself with personal
feelings.
Did you notice that when Tom's supervisor called his
boss he didn't reveal the personal information he had
about Tom? H e could have said, "I have a jilted guy
down here," but he said, "I have a good worker down
here."

C

40 M I N .
TO HERE

ALLOW
"IN.

1

Clear board, except steps

R E M E M B E R WE S A I D THAT O P I N I O N S AND
F E E L I N G S are hard to get. W e all can learn and develop
this skill. Once this skill is acquired it becomes a useful tool
for a supervisor.

r

Write on
board :

How to get opinions and feelings

1. Just how did Tom's supervisor find out about Tom's
opinions and feelings?
His supervisor could have argued with T o m about its
taking him half his time to turn off the switch. Is anything ever satisfactorily settled by an argument? O u r
first tip, then, is "Don't argue."

C

Write on board:

1

Don't argue

-

2. It took some encouragement to get Tom to talk about
what seemed important to him, didn't it? T h e supervisor
had to help him say what was wrong. T h e tip then is to,
"Encourage him to talk about what is important to him."
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[Write

on board:

1

Encourage him to talk about
what is important to him

3. If you are telling a story and someone interrupts you,
do you feel like continuing it? After Tom started talking
did his boss interrupt him? Our tip is "Don't interrupt."
[Write

on board:

I
I

Don't interrupt

4. Could the boss have spoiled everything by jumping to
the conclusion that Tom was sore about money? The
tip is, "Don't jump at conclusions."
Write on board:

Don't jump at conclusions

5. The supervisor had a chance to make a couple of
speeches, didn't he-on safety--on how lucky he was to
get rid of the girl? You will notice he didn't do all the
talking himself. The tip is "Don't do all the talking
yourself."

r

Write on
board :

-1

Don't do all the talking yourself

6. Was Tom's boss a good listener? If you want to get
opinions and feelings you have to listen, don't you? Our
tip is, "Listen."

-1

Write on board.

Listen

1

Bring out to the group the importance of using these
[tips.
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Clear Board-except
45 M I N .
TO HERE

ALLOW
1 HR.,
10 3 I I N .

Question and Steps.

Change question to "this supervisor" in place of "Tom's
''
supervisor.

-

SUPERVISORS' PROBLEMS.

1 HR.,
55 M I N .

TO HERE

Handle 2 problems.
35 minutes each.
Standard Procedure.

-

ALLOW
5 MIN.

M A K E S U R E 3 PROBLEMS W I L L BE P R E
S E N T E D AT NEXT SESSION.

-1

1. I'll bring in another problem at the next session.

2. Will all of you have one ready?
Now you can bring in a problem you want to size up to
try to take some preventive action.
O r you can bring one that's on your hands right now.
O r perhaps you have just finished a problem we can
consider.
But we do set up these requirements:

k It must be something between you and the people
+T

you supervise.

#r It must be a problem which you have to handle; not
a someone else's job.
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*

You must have the necessary information about the
employee or employees involved-age,
length of
service, experience, etc.
................... ............ and ... . . ........................
brought in the kind of
problems we have to live with. That's the kind we want.

3. Do all of you have a problem that you can tell us about?
T o practice our 4-step method?
any member of group says he does not have a prob
lem, use the problem sheet again.

2 HRS.
TO HERE

-

I

r ~ e m i n dthe group that, to receive a certificate, each-1
member must bring in a problem, participate satisfactorily, and attend all sessions.

-

[clear

the board.

1
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BLACKBOARD GUIDE-TOM-PROBLEM

Just what is Tom's supervisor trying to accomplish?
To make Tom a safe worker
and get production back to
normal.

NO. 2

1. Get the facts
2. Weigh and decide
3. Take action
4. Check results

Facts
Was good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Barked back
Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts

W e i ~ hand decide
Possible actions
Warn about safety rules
Give penalty layoff
Report bad parts
Tell him losing girl isn't your
fault
Action
Told Tom he was sorry
Asked Tom's help
Checked parts
Reported faulty parts
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STANDAKD PKOCEDURE

1. Ask supervisor to
tell problem.

2. H a w problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. Il'eigh and Decide.

h. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.

8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable) .

H e a d of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
H a v e you taken action? T e l l up to final
action.
W h e r e appropriate, stress ; you sensed, o r
anticipated a change.
G e t f rom supervisor :
Something to shoot at. h l a y be changed.
W h a t do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the g r o u p ?
W h a t net result do you want after you
have taken action?
G e t group agreement.
Supervisor first, as h e recalls them offhand.
Review subheads with supervisor - USE
CARDS.
G e t additional facts frorn group- U S E
CARDS.
for gaps and contradictions
F i t Facts-1,ook
with group.
Possible Action :
W h a t facts used?-From
contributor.
Check practices a n d policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
PI-oduction, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Subheads-with
supervisor.
Why?-How?-Timing?
Subheads-supervisor.
often?-What?
When?-How
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

( T h a n k Supervisor and clear board escept question and steps.)
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W E I G H I N G AND DECIDING

Before
session
starts,
place

Just what is this
supervisor trying to accomplish?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

board :

ALJ-OW
5 MIN.

R E V I E W 4-STEP METHOD.
1. Now do we all have our cards? Suppose we take a look
at the 4-step method. I n our last session the problem I
presented about Tom who lost his girl stressed the importance of getting the facts, with particular reference
to personal opinions and feelings.
We looked at the way a supervisor got the facts in order
to make a good decision. It takes time to do this, but in
the long run it does save time, doesn't it?

2. It is interesting to notice that a similar method is used
by professional people. For instance, let us see how a
doctor handles his problem.
Step 1--Does the doctor get the facts?
Record--personal
ture.

history-blood

Rules and customs-medical
ethics.
67

pressure-tempera-

knowledge-practice-
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Talk-to

get more facts, confidential.

Opinions and feelings-very

important.

Step 2-Diagnosis.
Fit facts together-assemble

facts.

Consider bearing on each other-symptoms.
Possible actions--medicine,

5 MI
TO I

operate.

Check practices and policies-must

comply with laws.

Effect on individual-group--contagion.
Don't jump at conclusions-careful

ALL
30 M

diagnosis.

Step 3-Treatment.
Take action-prescribe,

operate.

Handle yourself ?-his

specialty.

Help in handling-nurse,

technician.

Refer to supervisor-more
ist.

experienced doctor, special-

Doctors don't lose face in doing this.
Timing-importance

of timing.

too
sup
ma
to 1
ma

Don't pass the buck.
Step &Check

results-X-ray.

How soon-depends
How often-it

on case.

differs.

Watch for-changes

in condition.

This method we have been talking about works in other
professions, doesn't it? The doctor in an emergency of
life or death still takes time for all these steps.

but
shc
ful
foc
go1
ke1
shc
we
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3. Now let's turn the spotlight on Step 2 of our method,
Weigh and Decide.
Good decisions must have a good foundation.
You must have the facts.
They must be weighed.
5 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
30 M I N .

r ~ n d e r l i n es t e 2.
~

1

2. Weigh and decide

P R E S E N T THE S H I P Y A R D PROBLEM.

1. Let's take a look at something that happened in a shipyard and particularly at the decision the supervisor made
since we are today stressing Step 2.

C

Tell the opening of the problem.

1

The electrical shop supervisor in a shipyard told a man to get some
tools. The man said he couldn't-he'd
left his checks at home. So the
supervisor reminded him he could get them by signing for them--the
man refused, said he didn't like it in the shop anyway, and he wanted
to go back to outside work. The supervisor was pretty sore about the
man's refusal to get the tools.
This man was an oldtimer. H e had always been on outside work,
but he had hurt his foot, so, as soon as he was able to fill a job in the
shop, he was transferred into the shop at the same rate so he could get
full pay instead of part-time pay under workmen's compensation. His
foot had been healed for some time, and he had asked when he was
going back to his outside job. But the shop was busy, so the supervisor
kept the man. H e had been uncooperative ever since he came into the
shop; now he flatly refused to do some work. People in the department
were watching to see how it would come out.
The supervisor decided it was time to take action.
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I

Comment on how problem came up-ran into, but supervisor had warning-oldtimer
uncooperative in shop.
Get the objective from
group and put on

4.

1

Get the job done without
upsetting the department

Continue with standard
procedure to get these
facts, but not necessarily
in this order. Place on
board.

Facts
Oldtimer
Foot hurt
Inside for full pay
Foot healed
Asked transfer outside
Shop busy
Uncooperative inside
Refused to get tools
Department watching
Supervisor sore

-

L

J

Review the card, subheads Step 1.

STEP

2.-FOLLOW

S T A N D A R D PROCEDURE.]

-

-

Get possible actions from
group. Some may be:
Layoff
Transfer
Fire

Weigh and decide
Possible actions
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Test possible actions against objective and probable
effect on individual-group--and
production.

-

6. Now let's finish the problem and see what actually happened.
The supervisor fired the oldtimer. The oldtimer protested to the
union and his case was taken up. The union proceeded to get additional
facts-facts which could have been obtained by the supervisor.
The oldtimer had almost twenty years of satisfactory service out in
the yard. H e liked to work outside, although it meant being out in all
kinds of weather. H e did not like shop work. H e did not know that he
had been brought into the shop to increase his earnings over what he
would have received from compensation. l'he yard supervisor was not
even questioned about the man's long service outside.
Eventually the workman was reinstated in the yard on his old job
with back pay.

-

-

Get additional
facts from
group and list
on board under
facts.

-

Facts
Long O.K. service outside
Liked outside work
Not advised why inside-pay

-

Continue with standard procedure.

-

I

Write on the blackboard:

(

Action
Fired oldtimer
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Have group identify the facts which the oldtimer's
supervisor used when he came to the decision of firing
the oldtimer.

Also have group identify the facts which were not used
by the oldtimer's supervisor in making this decision.

-

I

Does this make a reasonable case for the oldtimer?
Does this indicate to you that, if the supervisor had intelligently weighed all the facts which he had, he would not
have fired the oldtimer?
Stress to the group that the supervisor gave weight to
only a very few of the facts which he had as a basis for
his decision.
Other supervisors, by giving more weight to the facts which
he missed, might arrive at other decisions, such as those
already listed on the blackboard under Possible actions.

Comment on Step 3 subheads-Standard
Have group follow cards.

Procedure.

Handle yo~irself?-This was his problem.
Help in handling?--Didn't

ask for help.

Refer to supervisor?-Didn't
Timing of action?-Was

refer to boss.

this the time to take action?

-
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Comment on Step 4 subheads-Standard
[Use cards.

73
Procedure.

1

-

How soon? How often?
This supervisor did not check up on the results of his
action. H e evidently thought that when he fired the oldtimer that the problem was solved.
Changes in attitudes and relationships?
This supervisor lost standing with the individual, the
group, and his management.

11. r ~ h e c kobjective.

1

Use foundation points as in standard procedure.

-

Hit hard on "Tell People In Advance About Changes
That Will Affect Them" and "Make Best Use of Each
Person's Ability." (Prevention)

13. It is interesting to note in this problem that even though
the supervisor did not have all the facts, nevertheless he did
not do a good job of weighing the facts which he had.
Perhaps if he had given more weight to several seemingly
unimportant facts, he would not have taken the action which
he did.
35 RIIN.
TO HERE

L c l e a r the blackboard except question and steps.
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SUPERVISORS' PROBLEMS.

ALLOW
1 HR.
25 M I N .

Handle 3 problems
2 problems 30 min. each
1 problem 25 min.
Standard Procedure
M A K E S U R E T H R E E PROBLEMS W I L L BE PRES E N T E D A T N E X T SESSION.

2 HOURS
TO HERE

-

Re-emphasize what you mean by a problem; how they
come up. Remind group that, to receive a certificate,
each supervisor must bring in a problem, participate
satisfactorily, and attend all five sessions.

-

C

Clear the board.

1-

lob Relations Session III
BLACKBOARD GUIDE-OLDTIMER-PROBLEM
Just what is this supervisor trying
to accomplish?
T o get the job done without
upsetting the department

1.
2.
3.
4.

NO. 3

Get the facts
W e i ~ hand decide
Take action
Check results

Facts
Oldtimer
Foot hurt
Inside for full pay
Foot healed
Asked transfer outside
Shop busy
Uncooperative inside
Refused to get tools
Department watching
Supervisor sore
Long O.K. service outside
Liked outside work
Not advised why inside--pay
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Weigh and decide
Possible actions
Lay off
Transfer
Fire

Action
Fired oldtimer
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STANDARD PROCEDURE
I. Ask supervisor to

tell problem.

2. H o w problems come up.
3. G e t objective.

4. Get Facts.

5.

T;l7eigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.

8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable)

H e a d of table. Does this involve you and
somebody w h o comes under your direction?
H a v e you taken action? T e l l u p to final
action.
W h e r e appropriate, stress; you sensed, o r
anticipated a change.
G e t from supervisor:
Something to shoot at. M a y be changed.
W h a t do you want to have happen h e r e ?
Does this problem affect the g r o u p ?
W h a t net result do you want after you
have taken action?
G e t g r o u p agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Review subheads with supervisor - U S E
CARDS.
G e t additional facts from group - U S E
CARDS.
F i t Facts-Look
for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Possible Action :
W h a t facts used?-From
contributor.
Check practices and policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used ( f r o m supervisor).
Subheads-wi th supervisor.
W h y ?-How?-Timing?
Subheads-supervisor.
When?-How
often?-What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

( T h a n k Supervisor and clear board except question and steps.)
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IV

TAKING PREVfiNTIVE ACTION AND CHECKING RESULTS

-

ALLOW

Before
session
starts,
place
on
board :

Just what is this
supervisor trying to accomplish?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

P R A C T I C E ON S T E P S 3 AND 4.

30 MIN.

C

Make appropriate opening comments.

1

-

2. By the use of the Tom problen~in Session I1 we discussed
securing the facts through getting personal opinions and
feelings.
Using the Oldtimer problem in our last session we practiced
on Step 2, "Weigh and Decide."
I n this session we are going to hit hard on Steps 3 and 4,
"Take action," and "Check results."

Steps 3 and 4.

3. Take action
4. Check results

Now I am going to present a problem which shows how a
supervisor took action which was preventive, and how he
checked the results of that action.

Job Relations Session IV

3. Because of expansion, scarcity of labor, and many other
reasons, changes are taking place in organizations
throughout the country.
There are many different types of changes such as:
change in shift
change in arrangement of benches or machines
This problem illustrates ONE K I N D of change.

I

Tell the opening of the problem of the woman super[visor.

The plant superintendent called Jim White, the General Foreman,
into his office and told him that the management had decided to use
women supervisors as well as men. The superintendent told Jim to fill
supervisory vacancies with women on the basis of seniority and ability,
as was the rule with men.
H e also told him that both men and women supervisors were to
have the same authority and the same opportunity for advancement.
Jim considered this very carefully and reviewed the following facts:
One supervisory position had to be filled, and no qualified men were
available. A11 men capable of supervisory responsibility had been upgraded or had been taken into the armed forces. Most of the new employees who had come to the plant in the last 18 months were wornen.
Jim selected the best qualified wornan for the job. As she was to be
the first woman supervisor in the plant, Jim anticipated trouble. This
was a major change. Some men supervisors might resent it. Also some
men and women employees might not like having a woman in authority. More women supervisors would probably be appointed later.
This was the problem Jim faced.
Should he do anything about it?

Job Relations Session IV
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Discuss how this problem came up-saw

r ~ b t a i nobjective-use

-

7'

GO

-

through Step 1-Get

Facts-Use

Get f a c t s
from group
-list
on
board, but
11 o t necessarily in this
order.

-

r(.o

standard procedure.

I

-

Facts
No women supervisors before
Rule-seniority-abilit y
Same authority and opportunity
One job open
No qualified men
Woman selected
Anticipated trouble-supervisors,
employees

Review the subheads Step 1-Use

8.

1

To get woman supervisor accepted

-

-

standard procedure.

1

-

Get from
g r o u p
and place
on board:

-

it coming.

through Step 2-use

standard procedure.

standard procedure.]

J
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-

-

List possible a c t i o n s
which group suggests.
They may be:

-

mass meeting
notice on bulletin board
appoint her-say
nothing

Weigh and decide
Possible actions

-

Check all possible actions against objective, and probable effect on individual, group, and production.

lo. F e l l balance of problem

-

I

Jim thought the situation over pretty carefully. Then he talked individually with his supervisors and also he talked individually to those
of the operators who were looked on as natural leaders. H e gave them
the facts and asked for their help.
There was quite a commotion-some people said they wouldn't
stand for it. Jim gave them a chance to do their talking and blowing
off. Eventually the workers agreed.
By the time the new supervisor took over her work the outburst
was over and the people cooperated in accepting her. Before she went
into her department Jim talked with her. H e told her that she was going
to be the first woman supervisor in the plant and that she might run into
some difficulty and that she must not be easily offended. H e asked her
to do her best because it would not only affect her but also other women
supervisors who would be appointed later.
During the first day on her new job, Jim talked with the supervisors and later in the day with the natural leaders he had talked with
before. They informed him that apparently the new supervisor was
accepted and everything was O.K. Jim, to be sure that his preventive
action was effective, kept in close touch with the situation for some time.

Job Relations Session IV

1

Get supervisor's ac
tion from group and
list on board:

'T
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Action
Gave
to supervisors
the facts in advance,
- natural
leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off steam
Asked cooperation of new
supervisor

What facts did Jim consider?

I

Proce
Discuss Step 3, TAKE ACTION-Standard
dure--Use Cards. Get from group or make the following
points yourself :

Jim handled this himself-why?
Jim felt it was his job as General Foreman, and he was
best qualified to handle it.

Did Jim get help? What advantage was it?
Jim got help from supervisors and natural leaders because they were in a position to help him get acceptance
of the change.
Should Jim have referred this to his supervisor?
Jim's supervisor had referred it to him.
I n what way did Jim's timing contribute to the success of
his action?
Jim allowed just the right time for them to blow off steam
and cool off before introducing the woman supervisor.
Could Jim have passed the buck? How?
Could have blamed management for the idea.

82
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piscuss Step 4, CHECK RESULTS. Standard Proce
dure. Use Cards.

'1
-

How soon? Why was it important for Jim to check immediately?
This change affected the whole plant.
How often? Jim kept in close touch with the situation. Why?
Jim must check closely until he is certain the change is
accepted.
Did Jim check effect upon attitudes, relationships, and output? What did he look for?
Good attitude of fellow supervisors indicates acceptance
of change.
Good relationship with employees in her department
proves her acceptance.
Did Jim accomplish his objective? How did he know? H e
used Step 4.
14. What foundation points were used in this problem?
Rring out Foundations 3 and 4:
"Tell people in advance about changes that will affect
them."
"Make best use of each person's ability."
30 M I N .
T0 HERE

C

Clear the board except question and steps

-

1
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ALLOiV
5 AIIN.

DISCUSS EFFECT OF C H A N G E .
Let's take a look at the importance of preparing for the
introduction of changes which affect individuals and groups.
Making that change in Jim's department was something
new. Individuals had personal feelings about how this
change would affect them.
People generally get used to doing things in a particular
place or in a certain way. We are all inclined to question
whether it is necessary to change the things we have
become accustomed to.
Do workers resist changes which affect their work place
or tools or the people they will be working with or
next to?
This, then, is a place where one of our foundations for
people in advance
good job relations comes in-tell
about changes that will affect them.
Preparing the way for a change is surely an equally
good thing to do when changes in payment plans, hours,
locations of the department, new machinery, new products, or material are about to be introduced.
The first boy put into a group of oldtimers or a woman
on machines that have always been run by men are typical of problems supervisors can do something about in
advance.
Preparation of this sort prevents problems from arising
later, saves time, and improves relationships.

35 MIN.
TO HERE

But even though the way has been prepared for the change,
it is still wise to check the results to find out how the individual or the members of the group accommodate themselves to the change.

,
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1 HR.,
25 MIN.

SUPERVISORS' PROBLEMS.

-

2 HRS.
TO HERE

Handle 3 problems
2 problems-30 minutes each
1 problem-25 minutes
Standard procedure

-

-

L ~ l e a the
r board.

I

-

Job Relations Session IV
BLACKBOARD GUIDE-WOMAN

SUPERVISOR-PROBLEM
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No. 4

-

Just what is this supervisor trying
to accomplish?
T o get woman supervisor
accepted .

1. Get the facts

2. Weigh and decide
3. Take action
4. Check results

Facts
N o women supervisors before
Rule-seniority-ability
Same authority and opportunity
One job open
N o qualified men
Woman selected
Anticipated trouble--supervisors,
en~ployees

Weigh and decide
Possible actions
Mass meeting
Notice on bulletin board
Appoint her-say nothing
Action
Gave facts in advance-supervisors and natural leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off steam
Asked cooperation of new
supervisor
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I

STANDARD PROCEDURE

r.

H e a d of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
Have you taken action? Tell up to final
action.
Where appropriate, stress ; you sensed, or
H o w problems come up.
anticipated a change.
Get from supervisor :
Get objective.
Something to shoot at. h l a y be changed.
W h a t do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
W h a t net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Get Facts.
Review subheads with supervisor - U S E
CARDS.
. Get additional facts from g r o u p - U S E
CARDS.
F i t Facts-Look for gaps and contradictions
Weigh and Decide.
with group.
Possible Action :
W h a t facts used?-From contributor.
Check practices and policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Balance of Case.
Subheads-with
supervisor.
Check Step 3.
Why?-How?-Timing?
Check Step 4.
Subheads-supervisor.
W7hen?-How often?-What?
Check Objective.
Supervisor.
Foundation; ( i f applicable). Supervisor.

1. Ask supervisor to
tell problem.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

( T h a n k Supervisor and clear board except question and steps.)

I

d

I
1

I

I

i

I
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A SUPERVISOR'S O T H E R WOKK R E L A T I O N S H I P S

on board :

ALLOW
50 MIN.

SUPERVISORS' PROBLEMS.

"L
50 "I".
TO H E R E

ALL'oW
5 MIN.

Just what is this 1. Get the facts
supervisor try- 2. Weigh and decide
ing to accom- 3. Take action
4. Check results
plish?

2.

Make appropriate opening comments.

1 Handle two problems-25

min. each.

I

-

I
-

r 2 5 minutes is allowed here if necessary for the handling
of the tenth supervisor's problem, or an additional problem from the group. If this time is not needed, go right
on with session.

1

T H A N K GROUP FOR INTEREST A N D
PARTICIPATION.

50 M I N . OR
1 I-IR.
15 MIN.
TO HERE

I

-

88
ALLOW
10 MIN.
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v

R E V I E W OF JOB R E L A T I O N S CARD.
Are there any questions about the 4-step method for handling
a supervisor's problem?

C

Review foundations for good relations briefly

1

All people like to be treated in accord with foundations of
good relations. W e all can do something about these things.
Putting these foundations to work on the job, day by day,
will prevent many problems from developing.

C

1

Refer to problem sheet.

However, when problems do come up, we have a 4-step
method to help us handle these problems.
This method will help you get better results, only if you
USE it!
Review 4-step method including sub-heads, briefly.

I

Review tips 'Tor getting personal opinions and feelings.
Try to get as many as possible from group.

[2r?1
L

4

to get opinions cmd feelings
Don't argue
Encourage individual to talk about
what is important to him
Don't interrupt
Don't jump at conclusions
Don't do all the talking yourself
Listen

HOW

I
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6. Considering the importance of people in the situation and
knowing what is important to the individual person is not a
matter of right or wrong or just or unjust. It is simply a
common-sense approach to good supervision.
This is one of the hardest parts of the supervisor's job-it
may be thought to take too much time, but day-by-day use
of this skill of dealing with people will save time in the
long run.
The supervisor who knows his people well enough to build
them into a smooth operating group is making his important
contribution to war production.
1 HR.
OR 1 HR.
25 M I N .
TO HERE

[ Clear board. ]

A T ~ T , O WC L I N C H ACCEPTANCE OF THE
10 MIX.
ing advantages to each supervisor.

M E T H O D by show-

1. What do you think you will gain from using this method?
How will it help you personally in your department?

-

-

Without too much insistence, bring out
t h r o u g h discussion
and place on board
such points as:

-

-

More confidence in ability to handle people
Better standing with those
you supervise
Better standing with your
boss
Fewer headaches
Less criticism
Organized plan to follow

Job Relations Session

C

V

If necessary, use these questions :

1

Will this help you to handle some problems yourself-instead
of passing them on to the boss?

If you get the whole story before you make decisions, do you
think it will improve relationships in your department?
1 HR.
10 MIN. OR
1 HR.
35 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 RIIIN.

Will it help to have a regular method to follow? How?
[clear

the board

1-

DISCUSS SUPERVISOR'S OTHER RELATIONSHIPS.

Show how he is linked to fellow-supervisors, to service
and staff departments.

-

Quickly re-develop the "Supervisor's Job" chart
from Session I.

1

-

Let's go back to the chart we developed in the first session.

Job Relations Session V

]

Develop on board the
following supervisory
[chart :

I

91
Supervisor

So far we have been looking at the supervisor's relations with people whose
work he directs.
Is this the only .kind of relationships you have?
What other people in the
plant do you work with?

Ask these questions if necessary:
Who gives you your instructions?
Where do your materials come from?
I

Where does your production go?
What other people do you call on for help?
D o any people who don't work in your department
ever come in it?
Do you work with any union representatives?
These union representatives work with these people
too.

If there is no unlon, do not use this quc~ttbonor place
"Shop Steward" on the chart.

-

Job Relations Session V

Add names, boxes, and Job Relations lines.
Each time a Job Relations line is placed on the board,
be sure to touch on the fact that this relationship also
goes both ways as indicated by the arrowheads.
Also ask "Is this relationship important to the supervisor?" and "Is this relationship important to the whole
plant?" The answer in both cases is "Yes."
Then ask "What can he use to assist him in maintaining
this strong relationship?" The answer, of course, is
"The foundations and 4-step method." This should be
brought out from the group.

The completed chart will appear like this:
Engineers.
Personne I ,
and other
Staff Services

o v e r a t ing

9

0 0.
7 E

Training

Production
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T h e supervisor is in touch with all these people and departments.

2. W e have said that the supervisor gets results through
people.

Everything you do as a supervisor depends on people.
H o w you get along with people is a measure of your standing.
Does your boss think it's an asset for a supervisor to have the
reputation of working well with people?
With all these people it will be a good idea to remember
first of all that they are all people and must be treated as
individuals.
And we must realize that there is a Job Relations line between
the supervisor and all these other people on the chart-and
if we are to keep good relations with them we must use these
foundation points.
Before you take any action-before you go to another superv i s o r - o r to your boss--you'll want to make certain you've
got the facts.
And be sure you have the whole story.
That you "Weigh and decide" and not jump at conclusions.
That you "Take action" and not pass the buck.
And you'll alwayscome to this final test when you "Check
resu Its"1TIR.
25 RIIN. OR
1 I-JR.
50 AIIN.
TO HERE

Did your action help production?

C

Leave chart on board.

1
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ALLOW
10 &TIN.

C R E A T E CONVICTION that each will use this skill.

1. Maybe sometimes you wonder whether what you do,
does help production.

I

Ask each man how many people he supervises

2-

[

directly.

[write
-

1

the figures on the blackboard, beside the chart.

I

Total them-put
the figure in center of chart
ABOVE "People."
That many people do influence war production.
And what you do, influences those people.

-1

Emphasize the strategic position of the supervisor
the supervisor is the officer in the Army of Produc-

Everyday relationships count.

4. +r We are all working on the same job-turning

*

1 HR.
35 M I N .
OR 2 HRS.
7'0 HERE

production for the men in the armed forces.

+r We all have one customer-Uncle

+ One objective--to

I

out war

Sam.

win the war.

1

Clear the board as members of group are leaving
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STANDARD PROCEDURE
1. Ask supervisor to
tell problem.

2. H o w problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. Weigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.

8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable).

H e a d of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
H a v e you taken action? T e l l u p to final
action.
W h e r e appropriate, stress ; you sensed, o r
anticipated a change.
G e t f roin supervisor :
Something to shoot at. M a y be changed.
W h a t do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the g r o u p ?
W h a t net result do you want after you
have taken action?
G e t g r o u p agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Review subheads with supervisor-USE
CARDS.
Get additional facts from g r o u p - U S E
CARDS.
F i t Facts-Look
for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Possible Action :
W h a t facts used?-From
contributor.
Check practices and policies w i t h supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used ( f r o m supervisor).
Subheads-with
supervisor.
Why?-How?-Timing?
Subhends-supervisor.
When?-How
often?-What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

( T h a n k Supervisor and clear board except question and steps.)
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elations Reference 1
J O B R E L A T I O N S I N T H E FIELD
T h e following policies and procedures, which are concerned chiefly with
quality control of Job Relations, are stated for the Job Relations Trainer's
guidance and information.
Job Relations is to be put on e x ~ z c t l y as outlined in the manual.
D u r i n g the first 10-hour program p u t on by any Job Relations T r a i n e r he
will be visited by an Institute Conductor or a Quality Control man for at
least one session and preferably two.
Each J o b Relations T r a i n e r may be visited in sessions regularly thereafter
once a month.

hTol o b Relations T r a i n e r shall rern2in on the active list unless he pats on
at !east one 10-hour program in ?O days.
All Job Relations Trainers are expected to attend coaching sessions at the
request of the T . \IT.I . District oRice.
Job Relations sessions shall be limited to groups of 10 supervisors.
I n order to be certified, participants must attend all 5 sessions in their logical sequence, participate satisfactorily, and present a problem.
F o r certification purposes, we will count the supervisor who brings an unsolved problem and, as it is being handled, decides he does not have all
the facts, thereby shutting off further handling of the problem, because there
is elridencr that this person does understand the basic step of J o b Relations.
I t is, of course, best to have him present the rest of the facts at a later
session.

Job Relations Reference 2
TIPS FOR TRAINERS
Opening the Sessions
Have conference room ready and be there ahead of scheduled time-if
start o n time, the group will make an extra effort to be prompt.

you

Urge some member of top management to introduce you to each group. Their
appearance and indorsement of the program are important.
T h e 10-hour sessions of Job Relations are held so that supervisors will learn and
practice the 4 steps and the application of the foundations. These sessions are not
for the purpose of entertainment or morale building. Beware of "interesting"
1
sessions.
Start at once and continue to emphasize that what we are doing is getting
practice in the use of the method. I n this practice we arrive at possible actions 'but they are not to be construed as decisions. ( W e , in analyzing and
applying the procedure, are not as close to the problem as the supervisor who
actually must make the decision. W e can definitely obtain experience in the
use of the method by applying the method to another's problem. But, generally,
any possible actions arrived at are not as reliable as those that are obtained
through the use of the method by the supervisor who must actually make the
decisions.)
Avoid a classroom atmosphere and above all do not be an expert. You are not
running a one-man personnel relations bureau.
Don't take too much time to give your own experience and background. Your
purpose is to set a pattern for the members to use in introducing themselves.
Stress on Method
Remember to follow and use the card. See that the members of the group follow and use the card in all discussions.
Constantly check yourself to see that you are not laying too much stress on
something which particularly appeals to you at the expense of other points.

Job Relations Reference 2
Show your enthusiasm for this program. Enthusiasm is contagious. After several groups, Job Relations ,may become an old story to you. Remember you are
setting the standard for the group. T h e program can be no better than the
trainer. Continue to be thorough at all times. A sloppy job by a trainer usually
does more harm than good.
B r i n g out to the group the reasons for throwing the problems against the planto give them practice in using it. W e a r e trying to acquire a skill. Y o u r job
during the ten hours is to sell the plan to all ten supervisors and give them
basic training in its use.
Don't just read from the Manual--Talk
_Make i t live! Don't lecture or preach.

informally with f'eeling and expression.

W o r k i n g with th.e G r o u p
Don't direct your remarks and questions to a favored few-get
to participate.

all members

Practice good relations with your groups. Don't argue-winning
may not convince the other fellow.

an argument

Don't try to imitate the personality of your Institute Conductor. P u t your
own personality into your performance, but stick to the ideas and thoughts outlined in the Manual.
Don't put yourself on a pedestal albove the group. Be one of them. You will
earn their respect i f you do a good job putting on the sessions as outlined in
the Manual.
Be alert when a member gives you an answer even when you are doing something else. Remember i t and come back to him. Be constantly on the watch
for contributions from individuals in the group. Allow them to express their
views and don't try to rearrange or distort their contributions to suit some
thought or idea you have in mind.
Be constantly on the lookout for background material contributed by the group
with reference to the foundations. If necessary, ask 'members if they know of
any instances where the foundations, i f applied, would have prevented a problem from arising.
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I n an ofice group, particularly, supervisors should be told that they d o not
need to take notes and they should be specifically directed not to take notes
on other supervisors' problems.
H a n d l i n g Supervisors' Problems
Reference 3, the "Standard Procedure for H a n d l i n g a Supervisor's Problem,"
is the final authority. ( F o r the convenience of the trainer, a condensed f o r m
appears at the end of each session.) Thle steps in the procedure are to be followed exactly. T h e y are designed to give the individual supervisor more practice. Be sure to get recognition of how the problem came u p and the importance
of preventive action. I t is important to establish a real objective-see
that the
supervisor does not look just a t the handling of the problem, but at the overall effect o r results he wishes.
Avoid constant use of the sutne objectives repeatedly in all supervisors' problems. V a r y them and make appropriate to the problem. H e l p the supervisor
reason out his obj,ective but don't dominate his thinking.
M a k e "Fact" statements short and to t h e point.
Remember that all check-points in Step 2 are to be used. T h e objective, because
it is used first, is no more important than the rest of the points.
W h e n someone suggests a broad possible action like "get him interested"
ask a " H o w ' ' qxestion in order to bring the possib!e action down to something
more specific. Otherwise questions and answers are ambiguous when we test against
possible actions.

If a supervisor claims he doesn't make decisions, point out that a recommendation is a decision. If a supervisor has a record of making good recommendations, then any that he makes are apt to be considered seriously by his
superiors.
Don't let the group give you just any possible action. W e want real thinking
here. l i s e "JYhat would you d o based on these facts i f this problem were d u m p e d
into your lap?"
Be sure the members of the g r o u p understand that they are not being led to
a decision. Decisions cannot b~e made in a conference room. J4'e are never
sure lve have all the facts and we d o not know the individuals concern~ed.
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,&gain, the fact that nothing is done is often a decision. W h e n a problem arises
the supervisor sometimes decides not to take any action or that he should report the ,matter to his superiors. T h e fact that h e decided to do nothing himself may be an important decision.
V%en a member of the g r o u p asks you a question pertinent to the supervisor's
problem, refer it to the supervisor instead of trying to answer it yourself.
Don't indicate by your words o r actions which possible action you think should
be used. A trainer's function is to g u i d e the thinking of the supervisor and
the group through our various steps. W e are not ,making a decision for the
supervisor, but drilling on a method which each supervisor can use to arrive
at his own dlecision on w h a t action he should take. T h e supervisor should know
the probable effect of any action on his objective, the individual, the g r o u p and
production better than the trainer or any other member of the group.
Neither you nor the group is "solving" the supervisor's problem. W e are developing our skill in using the foundations and the 4-step method. T h i s is the
tool that thse supervisor can use to solve his own problems.
Don't expert (express personal opinions) by saying, "I think." Questions tempting you to expert should be redirected to the mlembers of the group. A good
trainer gets the group to do most of the thinking according to the pattern set
oy the hlanual. Job Relations is designed to get supervisol-s to think and reason according to a pattern as a basis f o r sound actions or as an aid to sound
action.
Blackboard TTrork
Don't obstruct th'e view of the blackboard w h t n discussing blackboard work.
Keep these three things in mind when a t the b o a r d :

2. Stand at the side of your work as much as possible.
3. T a l k while writing.
D o not change supervisors' own words unless necessa~yto avoid highbrow
phrasing. However, facts should be briefed on the board. T r y whenever possible
to get the sense a n d the meaning of the facts in f r o m 3 to 5 words. T h e n check

Job Relations Reference 2
to make sure of meaning but high-brow phrasing must be avoided. If someone
gives AS A FACT "'emotional instability" o r "social maladjustment" make i t
specific. T h e facts-not
their interpretation-are
to be p u t on the board. Ask
the supervisor to tell you what instances make him say that, and put on the board
some specific thing .like L ' h a d hysterics in office."

TI
Fc
tir
lo

YC

M a k e all blackboard work neat and readable. T a l k or ask questions while a t the
blackboard in order to hold the group's attention.

or

A

Describing Practice

tc
g:

I n the last 15 minutes of Session I spend some time enlarging on the procedure that will be followed in handling problems; explain that each supervisor
will come to the head of the table and simply state the facts of the case. T h e
trainer will place them on the board and the g r o u p will get experience in
using the -+-step method. Emphasize that no comments or criticism will be
made. I t is important that the supervisors realize that they will not be criticized.

01

4"
tf
ir

E

Emphasize at the end of Sessions 11, 111, and IV that to receive a certificate
each supervisor must present a problem. N o w that thzey know what the problems actually are, the regulations about certification mean something.

tc
e
a
t

If people present problems which do not involve the direct relationship with
someone supervised, the objective is apt to turn out to be of the "either or" o r
"whether o r not" variety. T h e method applies in horizontal relationships, but
for group practice w e want to have a real objective to shoot at and therefore
we want direct supervisory relationships.

1
P

(

t

If supervisors say they have no problems and if they really are supervisors,

I

ask them whether they have been doing some preventive work to keep problems
from arising. T h i s is particularly useful during Session IV when the trainer's
problem has illustrated h o w a supervisor used both the foundations and the
4-step method to keep departrnen t conditions smooth and prevent problems
from arising.
T h e Manual

,I typographical code has becn used to show whether material is:
to be quoted
to be presented in trainer's own words

to be put on the board
a d i k c t i o n to the T r a i n e r

I
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T h i s code immediately precedes Session I (p. 1 2 ) .
Follow the suggested timing for each section. Experience has shown that the
time indicated is needed to get the point over. If a particular section takes
longer or shorter time than is indicated in the manual, then the timing gives
you some idea as to h o w ,much you a r e ahead or behind. Start each session
on time and close on time.
A f t e r each session you conduct, g o over the manual and the problem h a n d l i n g
to check yourself on omissions or failures to get a particular point over to the
group. Keep studying your M a n u a l including the references. T h e Institute
only gave you a start. Familiarity with the content of the M a n u a l will improve
your confidence and effectiveness as a trainer. If you are not sure of your interpretation of any section of the manual, check with the Job Relations men
in the T . W. I. District Office.
Be very careful that any remarks you make supplementing the manual pertain
to a particular paragraph in the manual. I n other words, thoroughly analyze
each paragraph or sentence, being sure you know w h a t the meaning is. I t is
a common fault for trainers, in trying to supplement the manual, to be sidetracked and then have difficulty in getting back on the beam.
L'Follmving the manual" does not mean sitting down and reading it. L e a r n itT h e n check yourself constantly. W h e n there is board w o r k to do, push your
chair under the table a n d stay on your feet. L e a n on the back of your c h a i r
to look at the manual but d o not g o back to your seat d u r i n g the chart w o r k
in Sessions I and V o r d u r i n g the blackboard work on a problem.
F o l l o w your M a n u a l . Omissions, overemphasis, or foreign material may lead
you into trouble. D o not mark u p the manual. F o l l o w i t exactly.
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STANDARD PKOCEDCTKE FOR H A N D L I N G
A SUPERVISOR'S PROBLEM
1. Ask supervisor to come to head of table and stay there until the problem
handling is completed.
Ask s u p e r ~ i s n r - ~ ~ D o e sthis problem involve you a n d somebody w h o comes
under your direction?"
(Linder no ci:-cumstances p e r m i t supervisor to use a hypothetical problem o r one in which he was not invoived as a supervisor.)
Say-"Have
you taken action on your problem?"
I f the answer i s "Yes," have h i m tell his problem u p to b u t not
cluding final action.
r

iil-

?. u keep 1
fri?m telling w h ;; ilnal acti'cn was, malie 2 simple statement as to the reason f o r stopping. T h e purpose is to get better g r o u p
participation-yet to give the supervisor the full benefit of his practice
problem. I n f o r m the supervisor that he is to tell the g r o u p about t h e
incident o r situation that m a d e h i m realize he had a problem on which
he had to take action, plcs any fact-getting steps he then went througi?.
but to st00 before h e gives any interpretat!on of the facts or mentions
any decisions o r actions.
7

'

1-inder no circumstances, interrupt the man, even to keep h i m f r o m
tellin? the final action. If he generalizes, let him alone (unless the
problem is very long) but \\.hen he finishes make some such r e m a r k
take just oile instance." 111
as L L J osay
~ this i s always happeniilg-let's
problems i n \ , o l ~ ~ i nlga r g e numbers of people try to reduce the problem
to what involves only one peison.
8

t-

-

2. A f t e r he tells his problem, ask the supervisor in w h i c h one of the f o u r ways
this problem came to his attention

(01-

comment on it, yourself).

a. Y o u sensed a change in your department.
( E X , . Z h l P L E : F o u n d changed relation o r break in u s i ~ a lset-up.)
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b. You anticipated a change i n your department.

( E X A h f P L E : You k n o w a change is coming and w a n t to prepare
f o r it.)
c. T h i s one came to you.

(E;XAhlPLE : A n individual m a d e a request o r protested.)
d. You ran into this one.

( E X A h l P L E : It just happened.)
T h e examples stated under a, b, c, d above are to be used only as necessary. Should the supervisor question w h a t is meant, the purpose of bringing
out h o w problems arise is to make supervisors m o r e aware of the preventive
w o r k that may be done particularly as regards a and 17.
S T R E S S n and b at every opportunity, pointing out that they a r e in the
preventive areas. T o vary this procedure a f t e r handling several supervisors'
problems, you m i g h t ask any one of the g r o u p f o r the four ways that problems arise.

3. Ask supervisor: "Just w h a t are y o u trying to accomplish?"
(Do not erase this question when clearing the board at the conclusion of
the first supervisor's problem. I t will speed u p your w o r k if you d o not
have to rewrite it.)
T h e objective is something to shoot at. I t m a y be difficult to determine. I t
may have to be changed in the course of h a n d l i n g the problem.

H c l p the supervisor to state his objective-but
do not force h i m to accept
someone else's statement. Question the objective i f it seems short-sighted o r
mistaken.
t T s e of the following questions will b e helpful
W h n t makes this a problem?
W h a t d o you want to have h a p p e n h e r e ?
W h a t effect is this having on production?
A r e any other people in the d e ~ a r t m e n tconcerned?
W h a t results d o you want to get o u t of this?
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If the supervisor gives as his objective one that appears to be inadequate,
such as "to discipline Joe," help him to get a long-range view by asking
"why" in order to get him to see that the accomplishment he wants in the
end is "to have Joe on the job regularly."
G e t agreement from group that supervisor has chosen exactly what he is trying to accomplish. T h e following questions may be helpful:
D o you see exactly what h e is aiming at?
D o you "get" the objective?
W o u l d you have the same one?
W h a t would you have in mind?
D o not write the objective given by the group on the board unless the supervisor is in agreement. T h e purpose of asking the other supervisors to participate is to get their thinking and give the supervisor telling the problem the
benefit of their thoughts.

4. Ask supervisor for important facts and list them on the board as given by
him. D o not number the facts. (Your board work should be brief but accurate. W r i t e his statements in three or four words.)
D o not let this board work D R A G . H e l p the supervisor recall facts he has
already mentioned. Putting down the facts is not a memory exercise. Suggest
them. However, he is the referee-do not change or interpret his facts.
U S E T H E C A R D FROM HERE ON O U T .
Say-Let

us look at our cards.

M a k e sure that everybody in the group is looking at his card before proceeding. Direct the questions at supervisor.
Ask-Have
we reviewed the record and do we have those facts on the
board? D o not let this go on a "yes" or "no" answer.
G o through each sub-head in the same manner. F i n d out what facts
were obtained by talking with the individual to get opinions and feelings. Show them on the board. A p p l y the "Tips for getting opinions and
feelings" if appropriate. Ask why the worker did what he did.
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This procedure may help get additional important facts and may preclude
"talk with him" as a possible action in Stcp 2. P u t additional facts, supplied
in answer to group's questions, on board. D o not separate them from the previously listed facts by a dotted line or space.
Ask the supcrvisor: A r e these all the facts needed for a decision?

If the supervisor who is presenting the problem says he does not have all the
facts and if he has not yet taken action, the steps that will be taken to get
more facts may be discussed. T h e y will not be put on the board and there
will be no discussion of possible actions or any other part of Step 2.
If the supervisor who is presenting the problem says he has already taken
action, and during the discussion says that he d i d not have all the facts, handling of the problem continues.
Ask the supervisor: D o you want the group to pitch in now?
Ask group: D o you want to ask the supervisor any questions about this
problem?
Ask group: If you were i n the position of this supervisor, w o u l d you
want any additional facts?

If facts that seem trivial are suggested, you may want to ask the supervisorIs that fact important in helping us to come to a decision in this problem?

By doing this, many times supervisor will wash out irrelevant facts. A t this
time you can as part of the group ask questions about the problem but d o not
do this if group is working readily on these points.
All of the following information will probably not be needed in any one problem but the T r a i n e r may need to ask the following "smoke-out questions" in
the vein of-do you need to know-, would it make any difference if -?
Employec's job- just what he does
T i m e on present job and length of service with company
W o r k and training background before coming with company
Present working environment
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W o r k record : production, qual'ty, housekeeping, absence, etc.
IT7hat ( i f any) recent changes have been m a d e in the working conditions of the department which may affect the problem?
W7hat is the working relationship between employee and foreman, f r o m
the employee's point of view?
Job rating of employee-how

is he getting along?

IT7age rate of employee-any

recent change?

M7hat (if any) company policies are involved?
Personal data concerning the employee
( 4 Age
( b ) Alarital status and home life
( c ) Outside activities: hobbies, social life, etc.
Personality, temperament, attitude of employee
W h a t persons other than employees are involved?
T4;l'hat intermediate action (if any) has been taken in the problem? ( T h i s
does not refer to a final solution.)

If a member of a g r o u p says, "But suppose it had been this way"-remind
them that we deal only with facts. T h e T r a i n e r must be particularly careful
not to say "Let's assume" o r "Suppose it had been."
T h e n ask-Are

we reasonably sure we have the hole story!

If any ~ n e m b e rof the g r o u p says that he does not think there ilre enough
facts, it is appropriate to ask h i m what part of the card brings him to that
conclusion. T h e trainer ma\. summxrize by saying, "'d'hen, i f you were in
the supervisor's shoes, you would feel you did not have the whole story and
you would not be ready to decide on your action until you had more facts."
T h i s applies whether the supervisor presenting the problem has taken action
o r not.

5. Say-Let's

take a look at the second step, lT7eigh and Decide. TT71-iteon board
-II.'EIG'H ALYD DECIDE. H e r e is where we think about these facts.
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Quote the cardT h e card says fit the facts together.
I n fitting the facts together, let us see first if there are any contradictions; second, if there are any gaps that call for additional facts. D i s cuss these points.
Consider their bearing on each ot'her. D o not make this either a statemerit or a ( L yes" o r "no" question. T h i s is p a r t of the method.
D o the facts indicate some possible actions?
After this, again quote the cardW h a t possible actions are there? M'rite on board, under Weigh and D e cide--Possible actions.
Explain that you are asking the group to suggest "possible actions" in order
to :
get practice in weighing and deciding
show that there usually a r e several "possible actions"
You are n o t trying to make the decision for the supervisor, or criticize w h a t
he has already done.
Select one member of the g r o u p and ask: W h a t mould y o u do if y o u h a d this
problem?
Ask h i m what facts he used. D o not let them be referred to as the "first
and thirdn-name them. These ;Ire the facts which bear on each other
and which produccd the "possible action."

r1.k the supervisoi- whether the action is possible within his coinpnny's
policies and practices. If he says yes, write the "possible action" on the
board.
Repeat with two more supervisors in the group.

A superv;sol- who points out in the discussion of Step 1 that he believes all
ihe facts have not been obtained should not be asked for a possible action.
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If anyone gives as a possible action such suggestions as "get the facts" or
"find out why" it is handled by saying, "You mean you would want to get
more facts before you decided on what you would do to handle this problem.
Any supervisor must feel personally sure that he has the facts before h e considers action-that is the meat of this Job Relations program. But at this
point we will let the supervisors who feel there are enough facts, suggest the
actions t h e y would consider." W h e n such a possible action as "Talk with the
worker" is suggested, clarify the meaning. If it is "to find out," then it is not
a possible action. If it is "to persuade him," re-phrase it before writing on
the board. Get agreement to write it as "reason," "convince," or "persuade"
and ask how he would do it to make it specific.

If additional facts are brought out at any time, write them on the board. After
there are three or four "possible actions" on the board, check the first one by:
Asking the group whether this will accomplish the objective ofAsking the supervisor about the objective, briefly-yes

or no

Asking the supervisor about the probable effect on:
the individual.
the group.
production.
D o not cross off possible actions even if the discussion proves them unwise.
Crossing off may indicate to some the making of a decision by vote.
Remind the group that skill in weighing and deciding can be learned
through practice. You become familiar with areas to explore, and what
to be on the lookout for (but don't jump at conclusions).

-

If, in the discussion, there is some such statement made as "All these
people coming from farms (or from stores, or all women, o r any other
generalization) are no good," or "All the fellows about to be called in
the draft are hard to handle," the trainer must not let it stand. Point
out that individuals are different, and that you can make a bad decision
if you jump at conclusions about what they are like.

6. H a v e the supervisors state balance of his problem if action has been taken.
Write it o n the board. M a k e no comment on the action taken. Ask super-
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visor what facts he used in selecting this action. If action has not been taken,
proceed to Steps 3 and 4. Your lead-in can be, "When you take action on this
problem, are you going to handle this yourself, etc.-. 1 1

7. Check sub-heads under Step 3 with supervisor. Ask-"Why"

and "How" after
sub-heads when pertinent. Get brief group discussion on timing-the interval between reaching a decision and taking action. Ask group in every problem-"Let
us look at our cards."

N e w supervisors are often concerned about being "by-passed." Remind them
that they are by-passed when they fail to size u p situations effectively in order
to take the right action-the
action that solves a problem.
Some supervisors feel they have no responsibility in connection with people
whose work they are supervising because a staff department like employment,
medical, or safety performs certain services, o r because a superior handles
complaints, grievances, or transfers, etc. But in all problems, the ,man closest
to the individual employee does have a relationship with that person-he
must make it good in order to get the most out of production. I t will strengthen
his leadership when he does. W i t h new supervisors, particularly, there will
be many requests for help on "What do I do when he says he won't do what
I ask him to, or else shows that he doesn't want to?" Handle this in terms
of the particular person involved. There aren't any general rules, and the
supervisor has to stop looking for them. This is a real situation, and the only
help anyone else can give him is to tell him to look at the whole situationthe persons involved, including himself, the effect on other people-try it and
see how it works.

If a supervisor asks: "What do you think of what I did?" it will be helpful
to say, "Well, let's take a look at what you were trying to accomplish. What
were the results?"
D o not lose any chances to emphasize to supervisors in your group that it is
a definite part of the supervisor's job to realize just exactly how far his own
responsibility and ability extend in the handling of job relations problems.
Remind supervisors to always ask themselves: "Is this something I should
handle myself? D o 1 need help? Is this something I must pass on to my boss?"
Some cases will be brought in which involve people heading toward being
fired. And sometimes that is the answer. Look at the effect on other people.
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I s the effectiveness o f the person more than the trouble h e causes? I n these
days, w e must keep everyone w e can, i f he is useful, but there are still some
people w h o have to be fired.

8. Check sub-heads under Step 4 w i t h supervisor. Use "when," "how often,"
and "what" after sub-heads when pertinent.
Ask h o w the supervisor can check results, and w h a t he will look for

9. H a v e the supervisor check whether or not objectives were accomplished or
whether they may be accomplished i f problem has not reached final action.
L e t him tell "why."

10. Say-"Let's

look at the other side of our card." ( h l a k e sure that they are
looking at the cards.) Use the foundations in preventive sense. A s k supervisor-"Do
any of o u r foundations for good relations apply in this problem?" "Could the use of any foundations have prevented this problem?"
Consider: "People must b e treated as individuals."

If you are convinced that nothing on the foundation side applies, omit this
step.
T h a n k supervisor for contributing problem. ( D o not comment o r pass judgment on actions o r results.)
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A WAY O F L O O K l N G A T T H E S U P E R V I S O R Y J O B
[
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"Getting out the work" seldom runs along smoothly without interruption.
A b o u t the time a g r o u p is working together smoothly changes usually occur.
WThether these changes are in the f o r m of expanding schedules, improvements in
methods, shifts in organization, or new employees, they always create problems.
Supervisors need to know not only the operations and machines in their departments, but the people as well.
E x p e r t knowledge of the job as an operator is not sufficient to make a good
supervisor. I n fact, such knowledge m a y make it difficult to notice the other supervisory problems. T h e supervisor needs to give attention to the particular characteristics of each individual for no two of them have exactly the same experience,
abilities, and desires.
T h e supervisor will not always find it possible to apply these particular practices to his own situation, since they were used in different situations. But if he
will look for the gerieral ideas which the other fellows' practices illustrate, he
will find that they can be applied to his problems too. These ideas have been derived from the experience of men in the shop.

E

I
,
,

I t must be remembered that to the worker a job means more than just a pay
check every week or doing mechanical operations over and over between in-andout whistles. I t ineans that he is p a r t of an organization, wherein he has a particular place. I t means that he is a h u m a n being who wonders w h a t kind of people
his fellow-workers are, w h a t they a r e going to expect of him, how he should approach his s u p e r ~ ~ i s oetc.
r , Consequently, job training is more than just teaching a
shop skill. It includes helping the worker to adjust himself to his surroundings,
giving him an idea of the organization of which he is a part, and the particular
place he is to fill in it.
T h i s is the point of view from which we approach these five sessions.

t

/
\

T h e supervisor facing hour by hour the difficulties of getting out the product
may easily overlook the difficulties of his jrorkers. I t is n a t u r a l f o r him to think
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most of results and to spend little time on people. Yet there are conditions in each
department which hinder the employees from coming to full productiveness
quickly and easily, and prevent the development of wholesome attitudes toward
associates and the plant.
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N e w supervisors can look back and remember a few things-what
difficulties did you run into? T r y to look at the department situation through the operator's eyes.
I n getting out the product in the shop, the instructor or supervisor may fix
his attention only upon materials. Look at the men-theii
minds, muscles, feelings, and attitudes. Observe them and talk with them. Notice what they do. Attempt to analyze their actions. Listen to their comments and encourage them to
talk because the more clearly you know each operator as a person, the better you
can supervise.
Hindrances to Understanding M e n
Understanding people is not a simple process. T h e supervisor or instructor
who says, "I can size up a man as soon as I put him to work," is usually fooling
hinlself. I t will be helpful to notice some of the habits which actually hinder us
in understanding them.
T h c "Die-Casting" Habit---Too often, as we observe individuals, we try to
sort them into types or, to put it another way, to force them into imaginary molds
which we have set up in our minds, much as the die-caster squirts metal into different kinds of molds. T h e y may be different shapes before they go in, but they're
all alike when they come out!

W e feel that we have completely cataloged Bill Jones when we say that he
is a good mixer," that we have defined T o m Smith when we put him down as
a "tough customer." But we can't do that with people, if we really wish to understand them. V'e must study each one from all sides, not pour them into molds
or cast them into types.
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T h e " J u s t Like" Habit-"He
reminds me for all the world of Bill Brown,"
we say, and thereafter we notice most easily the traits which are like Bill Brown j as
and ignore those which are dirferent. Once we h 7 e made up our minds he is sil(1
"like Bill Brown," we close our minds to the possibility of his having other characteristics which we may need to know. \Vc stop studying him, with the result '
ind
that we never discover many of the interests and abilities which are part of him.
I
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I'lre "Go, No-Go" Habit-"I
can tell whether a man will make a good
operator in this job as soon as I see how he follows directions," said a super"isor. "If he listens carefully to my directions f o r doing the job and does it exactly as I tell him, he will make a good man. If he doesn't get the directions the
first time, but tries to [dope out' his own way of doing it, he seldom learns to do
p o d work here." This supervisor, if he really does follow the way of thinking
tvhich he described, is classifying all employees into two classes: ( 1 ) Those who
follow directions to the letter, and ( 2 ) those who try to figure out methods of
their own. His gage of men is two-valued, "go" or 11no-go." There are no "inbetweens." H e is applying an inspection technique not an understanding one.
People are seldom "either-or." Studies of individuals show that approximately two-thirds of them have each of the commonly observed traits to a moderate degree, that is, they are close to the average in it, and that only a small
percentage have markedly large or small degrees of any trait. Not "either-or"
but "the degree to which" should be the guiding concept in studying people.
Similarly it is easy to fall into the habit of judging employees solely by how
well they do that particular phase of the job in which the supervisor prides himself, overlooking their skill or lack of skill in other important parts of the work.
For example, in one assembly and adjusting job the supervisor had worked out a
better way of tensioning a small spring. H e took pride in this. I t was very easy
for him to fall into the habit of judging operators almost entirely by the way they
tensioned this spring and to pass over other parts of the operation. People's reactions cannot be measured fairly with any single gage. They are too complex.
Tlze "Fortnula" Habit-Closely
related to these "stereotype" ways of looking at people is the practice of dealing with each "type of person'' in a certain
set manner. It has been said that the way to '[handle" the "oldtimer" is to "let him
alone," that the best way to get along with the "chronic kicker" is to "lay down
the law," that the way to teach the new worker is to "show him how" to do the
job and "tell him what" the requirements are.

Of course, these methods work a good deal of the time with many of the
people with whom supervisors a n d instructors have to deal. Otherwise they would
not be so commonly accepted. But they become a hindrance when they are used
as excuses for lumping people together i l l groups or types and avoiding the responsibility of trying to understand each person as an individual.
I n short, people cannot be handled like piece parts or apparatus. Each is an
individual, different from every other. "Stcseotypi~lg" them, classifying them,
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standardizing them, o r reducing them to formulas-habits of thinking that work
well with inanimate things-often
prove to be actual hindrances in handling
people.

T h e "Standardization" Habit-Supervisors
and instructors may become so
accustomed to thinking in terms of standards that they look m l y for common
responses of "the worker" and pay little attention to the special interests, abilities, and peculiarities of individual employees. Yet it is these special characteristics that yield fruitful contacts upon which to base effective supervision. I t is the
ways in which a person is different, and especially the ways in which h e is superior to the "mine run" of people, which furnish the key to his special interests,
for he tends to develop strong interests in the fields in which he possesses ability.
T h e instructor has the problem of taking each of these unique and different personalities, finding out what h e is like and to what h e will respond, and fitting
h i m into a job and into a working organization.
H o w to Understand the Individual Employee
H o w can the supervisor understand a person who comes into his organization
well enough to fit him into the department? H e can talk with him, question him,
observe him, throw out conversational leads to d r a w him out, listen to him, and
think and listen and think, seeking ever to look behind appearances and first impressions into the background of feelings, sentiments, and other reactions-to-experience which make u p the man himself.
Keeping in mind that it is not a question of "either-or" but rather of "the
degree to which," the supervisor can use the following questions in his study of
each individual. I n using each question, however, the supervisor must think constantly, "To what extent does he d o this? I n what degree is this true o r not true
of h i m ? H o w f a r is this aspect important in this individual? W h y does he react
the way h e does?" H e r e are the questions:
1. I s he "doing a good job?"

2. Does .he fail to understand instructions?

3. Does his attention wander from the job?
4. I s he interested in his job?

5. How does h e respond to recognition?
6. Does he stand on his own feet?

1
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7. Does he seem ill-adapted to the jab?
8. Does he get along well with the other people in the department?
Each of these questions may now be considered a little further.
1. I s h e doing a good job?-Does he miss a part of the instructions when he
is given a start on the new job? h!Iost likely he does. Is he therefore stupid or
careless? Not at all. H e is merely human. T h e human mind has a perfect mechanism for avoiding overload. I t simply ignores. If parts of the situation are
wholly unrelated to the individual's past experience or to his present interest, he
"pays no attention to them." If the total situation demanding his attention-for
example, the new job-is
complicated, his eyes and ears first grasp only those
aspects which interest him most. If his experience with these is satisfying, he
soon explores further and is ready for mort instruction. T h e supervisor o r instructor can help, first, by noticing the points of the job he seized upon at the
beginning, as cues to his interests, and relating the rest of the instruction to these
interests; and second, by noticing what points of the job the worker missed and
bringing these to his attention as soon as he is ready for them. A r e you sure that
he knows just what you expect of him? Have you over-sold the job and is he
let down?

2. D o e s he fail

t o understand instructions?-Does

he misinterpret them?
Does he fail to catch the point of the explanation? Does he seem "a bit thick?"
T h e easy way out is to label such a person "dumb" and thus avoid all responsibility for making an efficient operator of him. This, however, neither saves the
man nor gets the work done, and what is more it is usually unnecessary. Most
workers who have passed the employment office are high enough in mental capacity to learn readily the jobs to which they have been assigned. W h e n they fail
to understand, i t is not from "dumbness" but from narrowness of experience. They
are like the city boy who, on his first visit to a farm, tried to get a pail of water
by calmly holding up the pump handle, waiting for the water to come. W h y
shouldn't he? H e had seen hydrants with pull-up handles but he had never seen a
putnp in a well.
T h e worker who learns slowly because of narrow experience can usually be
trained by patient, well-planned instruction and often makes a superior operator.
Cues to his background and his interests may be gained by encouraging him to
talk about the job, listening to him without interruptions, and giving attention as
much to what he takes for granted
as to what he actually says. Gaps in his background can be filled by giving him actual experience in the shop.
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T h e worker who misinterprets instructions and thus makes mistakes is a similar problem. O n account of the narrowness of his experience he fails to understand. W h e r e others might have got meaning he draws a blank because he doesn't
know the "code." Yet he fears to reveal his ignorance. W h a t does he do? H e
bridges the gap by using his imagination and, whenever h e guesses wrong, h e
makes mistakes. T h e remedy is to make connection with his meager experience
by finding out as much about it as possible and to win his confidence to the point
where he is willing to ask questions. It'often helps to have him repeat instructions in his own words: " N o w just to be sure I've made it clear, tell me what it
is you're going to do."
Care in explaining shop terms will help greatly. One worker tells of his first
day in the shop thus: "The boss gave me a big pan of little gadgets and said,
'Take these piece parts over to that bench and "mike" 'em. T h e "max." and
(1
min." are six and ten.' T h e n off he went and I spent the next 3 hours trying to
figure out what mike, min., and max. had to d o with the job, and what I was
supposed to d o with the pan of gadgets."
Ignorance of shop terms and shop customs is by no means confined to "new"
employees fresh f r o m the employment office. Picture an experienced employee
newly transferred from a distant department, trying to adjust himself to a new
location and learn a wholly new kind of job. D u r i n g his years on the old job he
has gone along paying little attenticn to other organizations, yet now on the new
job he is ashamed to reveal. his ignorance. H e is grateful to the instructor who
will take the trouble to dibcover the limits of his experience and give him the help
he needs.

3. Does his attention w a n d e r f r o m t h e job?--Does he seem to be oversensitive to noises, changes in light and ventilation, presence of other workers or pass"like a human being."
ers-by? If so, h e is merely responding, naturally-acting
Most individuals find it hard not to pay attention to all that is going on around
them, especially to noises and people.
T h e new worker, in addition to mastering his skill, has to become accustomed
to a "total situation" which is strange and fascinating. I n fact, a part of any skill
is an ability to ignore everything except the activity itself--to concentrate one's
attention on it. Witness the ability of the champion athlete to forget his gallery
and lose himself in the game.
Complete absorption in a task and disregard of surroundings amid the distracting noise and activity of a manufacturing plant is not a natural act. I t is an
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,chievement-that is, it can be learned. Fortunately, most workers are able to learn
lt for themselves in a relatively short time. Sometimes it is possible to help the
nrorlter who is unusually sensitive to distraction by placing him in a less exposed
location where noises are more uniform or monotonous or by transferring him to
work which requires a broader spread of attention or which includes dealing with
a large number of people.

4. Is he interested i n his job?-Does

he fail to put forth the effort necessary
to learn to do the job well? A boy will have an interest in a job if he feels that
it is in harmony with his own purposes, that it is "getting him somewhere." If he
can identify the job with himself, see its connection with his own life, with his
cherished ambition, then he is "interested in the job" in the same sense that a
man who buys an interest in a business is "interested in" that business. When
this happens there is no trouble about effort.
But often the new worker cannot see any relation between his own plan for
the future and the job to which he is assigned. T h e instructor can explain to the
worker how upgrading takes place and what avenues of advancement are open
to him if he is efficient in each job along the line. Some young workers are victims
oi the "white-collar" craze; their only idea of advancement is to get out of the
shop and into the office, without any clear understanding of the possibilities of
either. A supervisor or instructor can often render a real service to such young
people by giving them facts regarding the values of shop experience, no matter
where later promotions or transfers may lead, and helping them to think over
their plans and ambitions in the light of these facts rather than on the basis of
family or personal prejudice regarding "overalls" or the "white collar."
Occasionally the supervisor or instructor finds an individual who has "hitched
his wagon to a star" far beyond the limits of his capacity, background, and education. H e may have to help such a person to get his feet on the ground. On the
other hand, some learners in the shop seem to have no definite ambition or plan of
action for their lives at all. By talking with them and becoming better acquainted
the instructor may be able to discover such an ambition and help the worker to
connect his job with it.
Under war conditions it is a powerful stimulus to show each man what he
and the department do for the war effort.
One instructor, in training a man to turn out a bushing on a turret lathe, said,
"This part will be hardened and ground and put into a molding machine to guide
the mold down into place accurately each time it is closed to mold a casting.''
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M a n y instructors make it a point to tell the operator h o w his product w i l l
be used: "This goes into an airplane to show the pilot so and so-."
"This goes
11
into an instrument panel to show so and so-.

I

1

I n a highly specialized factory it is difficult to provide the interest which the
old craftsman felt in the product of his hands because it was all his own, f r o m
raw material to finished master piece. T h e modern shop, where the worker can
see the whole product fabricated before his eyes, provides an opportunity to revive this kind of interest. F o r the same reason, moving workers about f r o m job to
job until they have become f a m i l i a r with all the operations on a particular product
adds to their interest. E a c h job takes on meaning and significance as its relation
to other operations and to t h e whole product is seen. T h e worker can "see w h a t
he is doing" and see that it is worthwhile.
Likewise a worker has m o r e interest in his machine if h e understands h o w i t
works, the principles of its operation, what it can do, and just as important, w h a t
it cannot d o ; i.e., the limits of its operation. W h e n the worker knows these things,
instead of blindly following the directions of the machine setter or the equipment
man, h e takes an interest in the machine. Because he feels that h e understands it,
h e comes to identify it with himself, just as he does the job in which h e "has an
interest." I t becomes his machine, and thus a new interest in the job is born.

A more simple key to the worker's interest is some activity which he enjoys
doing for its own sake. O n e supervisor makes a practice of talking with the n e w
worker about his hobbies. H e discovers w h a t the worker likes to d o and often
is able to relate the job to these interests, or to help him transfer to a job he enjoys.
Knowledge of his own progress stimulates the learner's interest. Supervisors
long ago discovered the value of operators' performance records as an incentive,
especially when presented in g r a p h i c form. W e like to beat o u r own record, to
see ourselves grow in skill, and most of us like to engage in rivalry with others.
Rivalry i r i output, however, is a f o r m of stimulation which has to be handled
wisely, especially d u r i n g the training period. Progress in learning does not always
register in daily output. W h i l e learning correctness of "form" and developing
the ability to reach quality standards, output may not show a daily increase and
the worker should not judge his progress by it. T h e instructor can prevent discouragement and loss of interest by directing his attention to this fact.
T h e n there is the matter of social approval. Any experienced supervisor
knows the value of recognition as a stimulation of interest in the job. Praise is
discussed further in a different connection below.
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T h e effectiveness of all these ways of reaching the worker's interests and relating them to the job lies in the fact that a man reacts as a whole. W e sometimes talk
of training his muscles or his brain or his hands. W e can't. His whole self is being
trained by every experience he has. W e teach the man, not his hand. When he has
mastered a skill, the whole man has it, uses it, and is proud of it. T h e man himself has ambitions to which the job may or may not be related. T h e man himself
enjoys doing it, or is indifferent to it. T h e man himself basks in the appreciation
of his fellows when they recognize that he has done the job well. Anything which
connects with his interests affects all parts of him. His eye brightens, his mind
becomes more alert, his hand more sure. Recognition of success in one part of the
job reacts to heighten his interest in the job as a whole, and he does the whole job
better. Conversely, failure in any part of the job depresses the whole man, his
work and his attitude toward the job-unless
he and his supervisor regard the
failure as a challenge, analyze it, and learn how to overcome it.
T h e largest factor with which a supervisor or instructor has to deal is his
worker's "interests." This emphasizes again the need for the supervisor to become
well acquainted with his workers as persons, to understand their backgrounds of
experience, their hopes and purposes for the future, their bents and special abilities, all in order that he may help them to discover real and lasting connections
between themselves and their jobs.

5. H o w does he respond to recognition?-Does

praise stimulate him? H o w

does he take criticism?
Experienced supervisors know that a little recognition adds zest to the job
and stimulates a man's efforts. This is especially true of the learner, because he
feels insecure and uncertain about himself anyhow. Building his confidence is part
of the job.
Recognition of good work can be given in many ways. Posting records of
progress has been discussed above. Advancement to a harder or more important
job stimulates a learner just as it does an experienced worker. Whenever he is
ready for a more difficult step in the learning of the job, the instructor can use
this for stimulation by saying, "You've done well with that. You're ready for this
harder job now."
T h e most tangible form of recognition is of course the weekly pay envelope.
A n increase in his rate is a visible goal. But so many factors over which the supervisor has no control enter into determination of wages that he finds other forms
of recognition also necessary as instruction incentives. Using an advanced learner
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occasionally as an instructor is a form of recognition. I t ad,ds prestige and gives a
bit of recognition to those who are competent.
Praise in the presence of the group is an effective form of recognition, so
long as it is fair. I t is usually stronger than praise in private but more difficult to
give because the members of the group are always making comparisons. Both approval and correction are necessary, but criticism given before the group usually
results in confusion or resentment.
T h e new worker learns more from praise than from censure. T h e reason is
simple. H e is blundering about, seeking the right way to do each part of the job.
When he happens upon a right way, and the instructor approves it, he Knows he
has got that part of the job, and seeks to repeat it. A t the same time he experiences
a glow of satisfaction which spurs him on to master other parts of the job. But
suppose he tries a wrong way and is "bawled out?" W h a t has he learned? Simply
that that one way is wrong. He still does not know a right way and may try many
other wrong ones before he finds a right one. Meanwhile he feels discouraged because of the disapproval. T h e alert supervisor will of course seize such a moment
to demonstrate again the "right way" to do the operation, though that is beside
the point here. I t is often necessary to point out mistakes but, even at its best, censure or adverse criticism helps the learner too slowly on his way to skill. Instead
it is better to catch him as often as possible doing the right thing, even by chance,
and speed him on his way with a word of appreciation.

6. Does he stand on his o w n feet?-Does he lean on the supervisor too much,
or go to the opposite extreme and act as if he knows it all?
Most new workers are a bit fearful and lacking in confidence, some more
and some less. They show it in curious and contradictory ways, as the above questions suggest. A little fear when facing a new situation serves to awaken most
persons to greater alertness and effort. They are able to rise to the occasion and
soon overcome their fears. T h e y "take things in their stride.'' Yet there are many
in&\-iduals who lack emotional balance, who have not learned to take life as it
comes, to face reality as ad~ilts.I t is important, however to remember the caution about "die-casting" people into molds, to notice "the degree to which" the
indil-idual lacks emotional balance. Differences in individuals range all the way
from the person who adjusts himself to the job situation promptly, stands on his
own feet and quietly tackles everything in a matter-of-fact way, to the person
who leans on others and expects favors, who covers his fears with overboldness,
or who seeks to "make a good impression" instead of concentrating his attention
on learning the job.
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W h i l e the supervisor or instructor cannot go along indefinitely trying to help
a maladjusted person "grow up," he can often add to the timid man's confidence
by pointing out his successes and, on the other hand, bring a bluffer back to reality
by facing him with the demands of the job. H e is interested at all ti'mes in each
operator's reactions to the job and to his fellow-workers, because they are facts
which affect his doing the jab, his attitude toward it, and toward the whole organization.

7. Does he seem ill-adapted t o the job?-In

spite of the best efforts of line
supervisors and personnel organization, employees are sometimes placed on jobs
they cannot do satisfactorily. T w o cautions are in order here, however.
First: D o not assume that an employee is a misfit in a job until he has been
fully and correctly instructed on that job and has shown that h e cannot d o it successfully. M a n y men have been called misfits on jobs they never had a fair chance
to learn. Often a slow learner makes an excellent operator. I t is a misfortune f o r
him if he has to begin the job under a supervisor or instructor without patience
and willingness to instruct.
Second: D o not assume that when a worker is a misfit in one job he is useless. Any supervisor of long experience could tell stories of "misfits" who found
other places where they made good. Few misfits are totally unfit.
Get acquainted with the employee, win his confidence, discover what he can
do and likes to do, find out his difficulties on the job, and see that he either learns
it or gets a fair trial at other jobs for which he is better adapted.

8. Does he get along well with other people i n the department?-Sometimes
men know how to do their jobs well, and yet they are not effective because they
do not get along well with the people with whom they work.
Consider whether any differences in your relationships with the various
people are part of the situation.
You may need to re-align the team in order to get a group to work together.

SUMMARY
Good supervision is not a skill which can be mastered over night-human
beings are complex. But it is a skill in which you improve on the job, and one
which gives returns to you, your department, your plant and the war effort.
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